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Happy New Year
from The Mississippi Link

JSU and Jackson
community
in conversation
with Dr. Dobbs
on COVID-19
vaccination readiness
By Janice K. Neal-Vincent
Contributing Writer

More than 238 Jackson
State University and Jackson citizens participated in a
virtual conversation on COVID-19 vaccination readiness with Dr. Thomas Dobbs,
State Health Ofﬁcer, on Tuesday, December 22.
Dobbs told participants that
coronavirus is a virus that
thrives on social interaction.
It sees people, but they don’t
see it. Mississippians should
not lose sight that anyone
with whom they come in contact could have COVID-19.
Hence, getting vaccinated is
important for individual and
community health.
Dobbs and other health ofﬁcials were among the ﬁrst to
receive a recently approved
COVID-19 vaccine during a
news conference on Dec. 14.
According to Dobbs, clinical studies have shown that
the [Pﬁzer and Moderna]
vaccines are “extremely effective” and have “a very
favorable side-effect proﬁle.”
Further, he recommended
that everyone get vaccinated
as vaccinations are not only
good for individuals, but for
community.
Pointing out that no one
could get the coronavirus
from the shot, Dobbs made
it clear that herd immunity
indirectly protects infectious
disease that occurs when a

Dobbs
sufﬁcient percentage of a
population (herd) has become immune to an infection,
thereby reducing the likelihood of infection for persons
who lack immunity.
So when a segment of the
community builds up resistance to COVID-19, its
spread greatly decreases to
the rest of the populace.
Dr. Clifton Addison (senior research scientist/senior
investigator, Jackson Heart
Study at JSU) mentioned the
spread of a new form of coronavirus. “It is more deadly
than the original. What is
the realistic goal for the vaccine?”
“If we get 60 or 70% of
Mississippians vaccinated,
we will see a decrease in
coronavirus
infections,”
Dobbs proffered.
Dr. Justin Turner, a 2003
JSU alum and internist of Da-

Covid

Continued on page 4

Christmas bombing marks
another dark day for Nashville
By Kimberlee Kruesi
and Bobby Caina Calvan
Associated Press
When Sandy and Geff Lee ﬁnally saw a photo of the building
that was home to their Nashville
boutique on the day after the
Christmas morning bombing, a
quiet came over the room.
The rubble was overwhelming.
Debris shadowed familiar details.
Geff Lee pulled up a map to verify they were looking in the right
place.
“That moment? It was silence.
It was an eye-opener,’’ Sandy Lee
said, owner of Ensemble. “It was
blown up.’’
The Christmas Day explosion
has sparked shock across the
country after a bomb detonated
in the heart of Nashville’s historic
downtown and killed the bomber,
injured three other people and
damaged dozens of buildings.
Yet for those who call Music
City home, the bombing feels like
a cruel capstone to an already dark
year.
“It won’t be the same,’’ Sandy
Lee said. “You can’t rebuild that.’’
In early March, a massive tornado rumbled through the city
– uprooting homes, destroying
businesses and killing two dozen
people.
Then the COVID-19 pandemic
arrived, shuttering businesses as
people stayed home and the virus
spread rapidly. Some people who
lost their homes in the tornado saw
their jobs disappear.
Things have steadily worsened
over the course of the year. The
post-Thanksgiving resurgence left
Tennessee with among the highest
number of cases per capita as state
leaders remained hesitant to impose statewide mandatory restrictions. And while the city is known
as a healthcare hub, Nashville’s

Response Teams process the scene, Monday, Dec. 28, 2020, of the Christmas Day blast in Nashville, Tenn. The
teams are searching for evidence to assist in the ongoing investigation PHOTO PROVIDED BY THE FBI AND BUREAU OF
ALCOHOL, TOBACCO, FIREARMS AND EXPLOSIVES

hospitals have strained to keep up
with the stream of COVID-19 patients that have been rushed from
all corners of the state.
Those weren’t the only setbacks.
Some downtown businesses experienced property damage in late
May during a peaceful protest that
turned violent in response to racial
injustice and police brutality.
Many structures in the tornado’s
path remain broken and tangled
to this day, a reminder of a bad
wound slow to heal.
State and local ofﬁcials shake
their heads in dismay that a city
that had been ﬂying high on an
economic boom for years managed to pack in so many tragedies
in just 12 months.
Nashville Mayor John Cooper
recently described 2020 as the
city’s “hardest year.”
“We’re getting through the tor-

nado, then COVID. And then this.
Just when you start to see the light,
it’s taken away in two seconds,’’
said Pete Gibson, whose tattoo
parlor was just across the street
from the site of the Christmas Day
explosion.
A year earlier, Nashville hosted
the coveted NFL draft and proudly
announced it would once again
host a presidential debate in the
2020 election. It boomed as a destination spot for bachelorette parties.
Businesses along Second Avenue, a narrow-tree lined street
where the explosion took place,
had found a thriving location with
a ready-made tourist market in
the Civil War-era buildings over
the years. The explosion took
place just off Lower Broadway,
the ﬂashy business thoroughfare
known for its bright lights and

honky-tonks, on a slightly quieter
street that beckoned those looking for refuge from the noise and
bustle of the main drag.
More than 40 structures were
damaged by the blast. Because of
the active investigation, which has
drawn hundreds of federal ofﬁcials to sweep through the broken
glass, bricks and other debris left
by the blast, business owners have
not been able to return – not even
to survey the damage.
Republican Gov. Bill Lee has
said he’s working with the White
House to bring federal aid for the
city. The mayor has promised to
rebuild. But those who made their
livelihood in the area fear another
precious piece of their city may be
lost as they again watch a round of
fundraising efforts pop up to help
Nashville
Continued on page 4

Trump ﬁnally signs COVID relief bill
providing $600 direct payments to families
By Stacy M. Brown
NNPA Newswire Correspondent

Inside

More than a week after Congress
reached a stimulus deal, President Donald Trump has signed the $900 billion
COVID-relief bill.
The president, who has spent most of
his time since losing the November 3
election pushing false conspiracy theories about his loss to President-Elect
Joe Biden and golﬁng, delayed signing
the bill complaining that the $600 in direct payments in the legislation was too
small.
He also chaffed at portions of the bill
that called for ridding any military base

of names of Confederate generals and
other ﬁgures who fought against equality.
While Trump’s delay came close to
forcing a government shutdown, it did
get in the way of the Internal Revenue
Service sending out much needed relief
payments to struggling families.
With two vital Senate runoff elections
upcoming in Georgia, Trump’s sudden
interest in boosting direct payments to
$2,000 likely was a political play to assist the GOP in those races.
Republicans need to win just one of the
two seats to retain control of the Senate,
while Democrats need to claim victories

2020 Year
End Review

in both races to end Kentucky’s Mitch
McConnell’s divisive reign as Majority
Leader.
Trump realized that many have called
the $600 direct payment negotiated in the
legislation and agreed to by the White
House a slap in the face to struggling
American families who are increasingly
ﬁnding it difﬁcult to pay their bills and
avoid eviction.
“A $600 stimulus check is like receiving a $10 gift card for a store where the
cheapest item found is $1,000,” stated

Relief

Continued on page 4
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The world mourns
a true icon and
freedom ﬁghter
I N

M E M O R I A M

1940-2020

By Stacy M. Brown
NNPA Newswire Senior Correspondent

C.T. Vivian addressing the annual convention
of the Association for the Study of African
American Life and History in Atlanta, September
27, 2015.
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By Stacy M. Brown
NNPA Newswire Senior Correspondent
The Rev. C.T. Vivian, the legendary civil
rights activist who marched alongside Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., died of natural causes July
17. He was 95.
Vivian’s daughter, Denise Morse, conﬁrmed
her father’s death and told Atlanta’s NBC afﬁliate WXIA that he was “one of the most wonderful men who ever walked the earth.”
Vivian reportedly suffered a stroke earlier
this year, but his family said he died of natural
causes.
“He has always been one of the people who
had the most insight, wisdom, integrity and
dedication,” said former Atlanta Mayor Andrew Young, a contemporary of Vivian who
also worked alongside King.
“The Reverend Dr. C.T. Vivian was one of

Somewhere it’s raining. Somewhere
the heavens have opened up, reﬂecting the tears that are falling across the
globe as news of the death of civil rights
icon Congressman John Lewis (D-GA)
spreads.
The legislator, freedom ﬁghter and
justice warrior, who was famously
beaten, bloodied and arrested in Selma,
Alabama – and in other cities across the
Jim Crow South – during the struggle for
civil rights and racial equality, was 80.
His death came just hours after the
passing of another civil rights icon, Rev.
C.T. Vivian, who was 95.
National Newspaper Publishers Association (NNPA) President and CEO, and
comrade in arms with both Rev. Vivian
and Lewis, expressed the devastation he
and the world feel at the loss of the two
revered giants.
Chavis, like Vivian and Lewis, worked
with and was a disciple of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. He said the world would
miss Lewis’s “good trouble,” quoting

Lewis’s famous call to arms.
“The Honorable John Lewis was
a longtime master freedom ﬁghter
who set the eternal example of
how and why we all should ﬁght
for the freedom and equality of all
humanity,” Chavis remarked.
“May Lewis now have his rest
in peace. As for those of us who
worked with him and [those] who
marched with him, we must keep
ﬁghting for freedom and equality
with renewed vigor, courage and
energy. Black Lives Matter.”
During the NNPA’s 2020 Virtual Annual Convention earlier this
month, attendees were treated to a
free screening of the documentary,
John Lewis: Good Trouble, provided
by the Census Bureau. Lewis was
also a strong advocate for Census registration.
As he’d done earlier to honor Rev.
Lewis
Continued on page 15

Election
Continued on page 3

Reportedly, some of the funding will be set aside for small businesses through lenders such as Minority Depository Institutions, following criticisms that the ﬁrst round
of PPP loans overlooked many minority – and women-owned businesses.
PHOTO: THE WHITE HOUSE FROM WASHINGTON, DC, PUBLIC DOMAIN, VIA WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
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Martin Luther King Jr.’s
hope for humanity
By Alice Bernstein
Guest Writer
As we observe the federal
holiday honoring Dr. Martin
Luther King’s courageous life
with his opposition to racism,
poverty and war, I am moved to
look anew at a poem about justice and the hopes of humanity
by Eli Siegel, the great American poet and founder of the education Aesthetic Realism.
Something Else Should Die
A poem with rhymes
By Eli Siegel
In April 1865
Abraham Lincoln died.
In April 1968
Martin Luther King Jr. died.
Their purpose was to have
us say, some day:
Injustice died.
With enormous respect, Siegel sees two men of different
races, living in different centuries, united in opposition to
injustice. And the music of this
poem, with the names given
such meaningful weight, has
us feel the reality of both men
– we feel they are alive, warm,
near.
Abraham Lincoln, as King
recognized, wanted slavery to
end, and considered the Emancipation Proclamation “the central act of my administration
and the great event of the 19th
century.” His assassination by
John Wilkes Booth, a man who
hated equality for anyone with
skin different from his own.
Siegel wrote in his note to this
poem: “[T]he killing of Lincoln made for a while an ugly
individual attitude supreme.
It was so with the killing of

“Racism Can End” Speakers at Eli Siegel Day celebration in Baltimore, (l-r) Captain Allan Michael,
Dr. Jaime R. Torres, NYC teacher Monique Michael, Dr. Arnold Perey.

Lincoln

King

Martin Luther King Jr.”
King is loved for his bravery, sincerity and enormous
energy in ﬁghting for justice to
people of all races including in
the Civil Rights movement, the
Poor People’s Campaign to end
poverty and his opposition to
the war in Vietnam.
In 1968 in Memphis, he was

MLK Memphis March, PHOTO CREDIT: AFSCME
Congressman Elijah E.
Cummings,
(Maryland, 7th
District, serving
1996-2019),
Chair of the
House Oversight Committee
(Jan 3, 2019-Oct
17, 2019).

Siegel
murdered after standing up
for striking sanitation workers. Soon after the news broke,
Siegel, in an Aesthetic Realism
class, read the poem he had just
written. I had the immense privilege of being in that class, and
will always remember the great
emotion Siegel had as he spoke
of King’s large meaning.

Siegel’s passion against injustice is the most beautiful
thing I know. He explained that
contempt – the desire in every
person to “think we will be for
ourselves by making less of the
outside world” is the cause of
all human injustice, including
the racism and economic exploitation King spent his life

ﬁghting against. And Siegel
explained that the alternative
– honest respect for the world
– is something people are longing for more deeply than they
know.
In The Right of Aesthetic
Realism to Be Known, Chairman of Education Ellen Reiss
explains:

Monument of slain Voting
Rights activist Vernon
Dahmer unveiled
in downtown Hattiesburg
deepsouthvoice
On the lawn of the Paul B.
Johnson Chancery Court building, where Forrest County Circuit Clerk and Registrar of Voters Theron Lynd once schemed
to do everything in his power to
stop the county’s black residents
from voting, a monument now
stands of the Vernon Dahmer,
the slain voting rights activist
who went head-to-head with
him and other segregationists.
Dahmer died helping his wife
and children escape their home

Captain Allan
Michael, Aesthetic Realism
Associate,
one of the ﬁrst
black maritime
captains in
the New York
Harbor. Photo
credit: David M.
Bernstein
Racism won’t be effectively
done away with unless it is replaced with something that has
terriﬁc power. What needs to
replace it is not the feeling that
the difference of another person
is somehow tolerable. What is
necessary is the seeing and feel-

King

Continued on page 3

Senator Doug Jones
emphasizes the
importance of the 2020
black voter turnout

in 1966 as the Ku Klux Klan
ﬁrebombed the house.
His widow, Ellie Dahmer, unveiled the statue before a crowd
of hundreds who came out to
honor her husband’s legacy in
downtown Hattiesburg January
6. After his death, she ran for
and won a seat on the Forrest
County Election Commission in
1992.
The base of the statue memorializes his words in large
letters: “If you don’t vote, you
don’t count.”

Doug Jones and Benjamin Chavis Jr. in conversation.
By Stacy M. Brown
NNPA Newswire Correspondent
The importance of black voter turnout, the reauthorization of the Voting Rights Act, bipartisan politics, the
Futures Act and environmental justice, counted among
the topics candidly tackled during a historic ﬁreside chat
between National Newspaper Publishers Association
(NNPA) President and CEO Benjamin F. Chavis Jr., and
Alabama’s Senator Doug Jones, a Democrat.
Held inside the Hart Building at the U.S. Capitol in
Washington, D.C., the engaging hour-long conversation

Jones

Inside

Vernon Dahmer Statue unveiled in Hattiesburg (MS) as wife Ellie Dahmer,
elected ofﬁcials and people from the community look on

Harvard Law School’s first
deaf-blind graduate joins
the company as a D&I
consultant

Hitting a Straight
Lick with a
Crooked Stick
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As the nation was
preparing to observe
Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr.’s holiday in 2020,
this article reminded
us of Dr. King’s hope
for humanity through
a poem written by Eli
Siegel, “Something
Else Should Die.” Siegel in his poem drew
a parallel between Dr.
King who died in 1968
and President Abraham Lincoln, who died
in 1865. Their common
purpose was for us to
one day say, ‘Injustice
Died.”

Continued on page 3
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Mar. 12
Upon former Vice
President Joe Biden’s
visit to Mississippi,
Congressman Bennie
Thompson, Mississippi’s only democrat
in Washington said at
a rally, ”We are here
today to put the marker
down that this country
is about to change. If
you have had the three
years that all of us
have had, it’s absolutely our time to change
it. One person that can
unite democrats in this
country is Joe Biden.”
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This Black History issue is
dedicated to the life and legacy of

Katherine Johnson

Civil rights lawyer argues cases for Mississippi
‘voiceless’ black Americans–and wins justice, then
J. Wyndal Gordon says black Americans might know they’ll never commit
a crime, but they can never be sure they won’t be charged with one.
By Curtis Bunn
Urban News Service
A Division of Zenger News
When LaQuinn Phillips was accused of dousing his pregnant girlfriend with gasoline and setting her
on ﬁre in 2018, he had a difﬁcult
time ﬁnding a lawyer. When he was
acquitted after an eight-day trial, he
and his family screamed for joy so
loudly that a judge threatened them
with contempt of court.
The crime was so brutal that most
attorneys either demanded giant legal fees up front or wanted no part
of Phillips’ case. J. Wyndal Gordon
was different. Known in Baltimore
as the “Warrior Lawyer,” he ﬁghts
battles that others shun.
Phillips had never been in trouble
with the law before, and Gordon is
conﬁdent bordering on ﬂamboyant.
He argued his way through an eightday trial, winning “not guilty” verdicts on attempted murder and three
other charges.
As his family shouted and the
judge banged his gavel, Phillips
embraced Gordon. Tears streamed
down the men’s faces.
Gordon thrives on serving the
marginalized in America, where
he believes black men and women
have fewer options for good lawyering.
“Part of my job is to keep the [judicial] system honest,” he told Urban News Service, “to ensure that

the guarantees provided in the Constitution are honored.”
“I defend the Constitution so
that when you’re walking down the
street with your loved ones you’re
not hauled off to jail indeﬁnitely
without any probable cause, that
you have rights and can assert those
rights,” he said.
“You don’t have to be looking for
trouble to ﬁnd it. You can guarantee
that you might not ever commit a
crime. You can’t guarantee that you
will never be charged with one.”
Phillips, 36, said Gordon built a
reassuring mutual trust with him.
“His conﬁdence was a little unorth-

By Lauren Victoria Burke
NNPA Newswire Contributor

ed the exact trajectories for Apollo 11 to land on the moon in 1969
and after Neil Johnson worked in
a world where errors were fatal.
The lives of three brilliant
African American women were
featured in the book and subsequent ﬁlm. They were Johnson,
Dorothy Vaughan, who passed
in 2008, and Mary Jackson who
passed in 2005. Vaughan and
Jackson were from Hampton, Va.
and Johnson was from West Virginia. Johnson graduated from
West Virginia State University
and West Virginia University.
Johnson was awarded the
Congressional Gold Medal on
November 8, 2019, after House
Science Committee Chairwom-

Katherine Johnson, the legendOL physicistOand mathary NASA
ematician whose work played a
key role in the early successes of
the U.S. space program, passed
away at 101 years old, February
24, in Newport News, Va.
Johnson played a pivotal role
in helping the U.S. land men on
the moon during the space race
in the 1960s and was portrayed
by actress Taraji P. Henson in
the 2017 ﬁlm “Hidden Figures.”
The book based on the ﬁlm by
the same name was written by
Margot Lee Shetterly.
With little more than a pencil
and a slide rule Johnson calculat-

V

AARP and NNPA join
forces for riveting
webinar on saving
black lives during
COVID-19 pandemic
By Stacy M. Brown
NNPA Newswire Correspondent

Vicksburg Mayor Flaggs

Jackson Mayor Lumumba
By Emily Wagster Pettus
Associated Press
Mississippi mayors are responding to the coronavirus
pandemic with stern warnings
about the importance of social
distancing and friendly reminders of good health practices like
keeping clean hands.
Gov. Tate Reeves has said
many times that the coronavirus response is federally funded,
state supported and locally executed. That means mayors have
lots of power to make decisions.
Some mayors have butted heads
with Reeves over local restrictions, including on the closure
of bars and restaurants in cities
before the governor set statewide limits.
As the economy falters and
tax collections fall short of expectations, city leaders are making tough decisions about curtailing local government jobs
and services.
In Oxford, Mayor Robyn
Tannehill and the Board of Aldermen voted Thursday to furlough 135 city employees and
to suspend curbside pickup of
recyclable items to save money.
Tannehill, a Democrat, told The
Oxford Eagle that the decisions
were “gut-wrenching.’’

Mississippi Governor Reeves
“Probably the most difﬁcult
decisions that we’ve ever made
as a board,” she said.
Tupelo leaders plan to save
money by eliminating travel
for city employees, stopping
the purchase of new vehicles by
city government and not ﬁlling
vacant city government jobs, the
Democratic Mayor Jason Shelton told the Northeast Mississippi Daily Journal.
Mississippi legislators will
face larger-scale decisions about

state spending. They have suspended their session because of
the pandemic, but they face a
July 1 deadline to write a state
budget for the year that begins
July 1.
Reeves set a statewide stay-athome order that took effect the
evening of April 3 to try to slow
the spread of the virus. It originally was supposed to expire
Monday morning, but Reeves on
Friday extended it by a week –
until the morning of April 27. He

is allowing businesses such as
ﬂorists and clothing stores to offer delivery or curbside pickup.
The governor said he will
keep considering steps toward a
broader reopening of economic
activity.
Jackson Mayor Chokwe Antar
Lumumba has extended his stayat-home order until April 30 in
Mississippi’s largest city.
Mayors
Continued on page 3

AARP, the nation’s oldest
and largest nonproﬁt dedicated to empowering Americans
50 and over, and the National
Newspaper Publishers Association (NNPA), the trade association of the Black Press
of America, held a brieﬁng to
help provide critical information for those most at-risk and
impacted by the novel coronavirus.
The 45-minute webinar addressed tools and resources
to help the African-American
community navigate through
the pandemic and included a
panel of experts in the ﬁelds
of health, caregiving, ﬁnancial
security and entrepreneurship.
Lorraine Miller and Chris
Brown of Burrell Communications in Chicago coordinated
the webinar, which was titled,
“AARP – NNPA COVID-19
Black Media Update.”
Jointly hosted by NNPA
President and CEO Benjamin
F. Chavis Jr., and AARP Vice
President of Multicultural
Leadership, Shani Hosten, the
live program also marked the
ﬁrst appearance by renowned
infectious disease expert and
Meharry Medical College
President Dr. James Hildreth
as a member of the NNPA
Coronavirus Task Force and
Resource Center.
“Data is critical, and we’ve
got to have testing, testing,
testing,” Hildreth stated.
“Testing is our best hope to
save lives. I’ve been insisting
this to the mayor of Nashville,
the governor of Tennessee and
anyone who will listen. If we
don’t do widespread testing,
people are going to die, and

that’s the bottom line,” he said.
As of the webinar, more than
609,000 Americans have contracted COVID-19, the deadly
disease that’s caused by the
coronavirus.
There have been at least
25,603 deaths, and based
on incomplete data, African
Americans are disproportionately affected and represent the
majority who’ve died from the
virus.
“This is a particularly critical
time for the African-American
community,” Hosten stated,
noting the various resources
AARP has developed, including a black resources tool kit
on its website.
Chavis stated that it’s essential to get accurate information
out as much as possible to the
black community.
“We want to make sure that
during this pandemic, we get
information out that will help
save black lives,” he said.
Rita Choula, AARP’s director of caregiving and caregiving information resources,
said providing care to family
members has its own share of
problems. Still, the coronavirus has made that all the more
challenging.
“People are stressed and
worried, not only about caring
for themselves but protecting
and caring for someone in the
home or someone long distance,” Choula stated.
“It’s very important that
there is increased conversation
with nursing facilities through
virtual visitation and phone
calls, which is what AARP is
advocating.”
Cristina Firvida, AARP’s
AARP
Continued on page 3
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HBCU students
organize thousands
for protest in Jackson
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The national Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) and
the Mississippi State Department of
Health continue to closely monitor
the outbreak of respiratory illnesses
caused by the novel (new) coronavirus COVID-19, and are working
to limit the spread of cases nationally and in Mississippi. MSDH is
actively working with doctors and
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hospitals to quickly identify cases
and respond effectively to limit this
outbreak.
Cases of COVID-19 continue to
be identiﬁed in U.S. states and in
Mississippi. This is a rapidly changing situation that is continually
being monitored by the CDC and
MSDH as new cases are identiﬁed.
Mississippians are advised to take
health precautions to prevent the

Office of Global
Education assists
Mississippi College
International
Students

transmission of disease, and stay in
touch for the latest information on
the situation in Mississippi.
Mississippi COVID-19 Case Map
This map and the following table
show total cases in Mississippi as of
6 p.m. April 21, 2020, and include
all reported cases since March 11,
2020.
• New cases reported: 178
• New deaths reported: 10
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Neighbors unite
in silent protest
of Floyd’s killing
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Katie Williams and son Ben Williams
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we had to write them,” Johnson

an Chairwoman Eddie Bernice
Johnson’s passed legislation to
honor her.
ARCH
“We’re saddened by the passing of celebrated #HiddenFigures mathematician Katherine
Johnson. Today, we celebrate her
101 years of life and honor her
legacy of excellence that broke
down racial and social barriers,”
tweeted NASA after news of
Johnson’s passing.
In September 1960 mathematician Katherine Johnson published NASA’s ﬁrst scientiﬁc paper to name a woman as author.
Johnson’s trajectory calculations
were vital to the US space missions.
“There were no textbooks, so

said.
“It is with deep sadness that I
learned of the passing of Katherine Johnson, a truly brilliant
mathematician and pioneer. She
broke down barriers as one of the
few African-American women
mathematicians working at the
Flight Dynamics and Control Division at NASA Langley,” wrote
Congressman Bobby Scott who
represents Newport News, Va.
“Her work helped put the ﬁrst
Americans in space and send
the Apollo 11 astronauts to the
moon, thereby helping the United
States win the Space Race. While

Stay Healthy
and Safe
19 - 25, 2020
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Johnson
Continued on page 3
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Morial

Sharpton

ban League; Melanie Campbell, president and CEO of the
National Coalition on Black
Civic Participation and Convener of the Black Women’s
Roundtable; NAACP President and CEO Derrick Johnson
and Rev. Al Sharpton, founder
and president of the National
Action Network, insisted that
coronavirus response legisla-

Johnson

tion must take racial equity into
account.”
“As we often say, when
white America catches a cold,
black America gets pneumonia,
and never has that metaphor
been more apt,” Morial said in
a statement. “Urban communities of color are likely to suffer
the brunt of the health and economic impacts of the corona-

virus crisis and any legislative
response must contain targeted
relief.”
“We’re concerned about the
impact it will have on children
who are out of school and don’t
have the broadband internet access they need for digital learning at home,” Campbell added,
Leaders
Continued on page 3

PSC temporarily suspends
disconnection of utility services
in response to COVID-19

Restriction is in place for 60 days; does not eliminate the
requirement that utility customers continue to pay bills
The Mississippi Link Newswire
In a special meeting Sunday,
March 15, the Mississippi Public Service
voted
OL Commission
O
to temporarily suspended disconnections of certain utility
services. The restriction will
be in place for 60 days and
apply to all water, sewer, electricity and gas services.
This action is in response to
Governor Tate Reeves’s Declaration of a State of Emergency March 14, 2020 regarding
the spread of COVID-19. In
the declaration, direction was
given to examine any statutes,
rules or regulations that may
be temporarily suspended or
By Jackie Hampton
modified
if those regulations
Publisher
would hinder or delay action
On Wednesday,
at athenews
necessary
to cope with
outconference
in Minnesota, Atbreak.
torney General Keith Ellison formally announced that
charges have been upgraded
on former police ofﬁcer Derek
Chauvin, who pressed his knee
against George Floyd’s neck
until Floyd breathed his last
breadth.
Chauvin, who has been the
center of widespread protests
throughout the world due to
Floyd’s killing, has now been
charged with murder in the
second degree. Chauvin was
previously charged with thirddegree murder and second degree manslaughter.
In the news conference Ellison stated, “I now believe the
evidence available to us supports the stronger charge of
second-degree murder.”
Ellison also announced that
arrest warrants were issued for
3 ﬁred ofﬁcers who were on
the scene with Chauvin when
Floyd was killed. Thomas
Lane, J. Alexander Kueng, and
Tou Thao were at the scene of
the killing May 25.

V

The PSC coordinated with
Mississippi State Department
of Health (MSDH) and Mississippi Emergency Management
Agency (MEMA) throughout
the weekend to implement
protocols that ensure all Mississippians have access to essential utility services during
the spread of COVID-19.
This is a temporary suspension of disconnection. Utility
customers should continue to
pay outstanding bills and pay
for services provided during
the 60 days.
“We are trying to be as proactive as we can and do our
part to not only help prevent
the spread of the virus, but to
not put any additional stress
on utility customers and our
workforce,” Chairman Dane

. 26, N . 33

tion of today’s action lightly,
felt that
it needed to issue this order to
protect public health and welfare.”
The PSC will continue to
monitor the outbreak of COVID-19 and encourages the public to participate in the measures The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention and
the Mississippi Department
of Health have outlined in order to prevent transmission of
this virus like frequent handwashing, sanitizing commonly
touched surfaces, and the ability to remain at home should
symptoms develop.

Charges upgraded on ofﬁcer
arrested for George Floyd’s death
Three others charged with aiding and abetting

50th Pastor
Anniversary Pastor John E.
Cameron Sr.

Hood
Feminism

The Mississippi Link Newswire
As Mississippi communities take steps to protect citizens from the spread of the
coronavirus (COVID-19), the
Community Foundation for
Mississippi (CFM) is working with a growing network
of partners to ensure the resources for responding to and
recovering from crises are
available to meet the current
and future needs of the state’s
residents.
The Mississippi Community Relief and Recovery Fund
supports the immediate and
long-term needs of communi-
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Mississippi Gov:

Protests good
but no place for
‘agitators’

Reeves

ployees, Reeves sent a letter
to SBA Director Kim Fleming
to make loans available for
affected businesses through
the Economic Injury Disaster
Loan program.
“Mississippians are resilient, but they shouldn’t have
to weather this storm alone.
Reeves
Continued on page 3
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Chauvin

Floyd

Both Lane and Kueng helped
restrain Floyd during the incident. Each of these ﬁred ofﬁcers are being charged with
aiding and abetting murder.
Elision said, “I strongly believe that these developments
are in the interests of justice
for George Floyd, his family,
our community and our state.
Ellison further stated that the
charges ﬁled against all four ofﬁcers are justiﬁed by the facts
and the law.

Benjamin Crump, the attorney for George Crump’s family said in a tweet Wednesday,
“This is a bittersweet moment.
We are deeply gratiﬁed Attorney General Ellison took
decisive action, arresting and
charging ALL the ofﬁcers involved in Floyd’s death and
upgrading the charge against
Derek Chauvin to felony second-degree murder.”
Congressman
Bennie
Thompson in a phone interview

with The Mississippi Link said,
“The murder of George Floyd
shocked just about everyone. I
commend the Attorney General
of Minnesota for upgrading the
murder charges and for bringing the three other former ofﬁcers into custody.”
Thompson said that America
has to atone for this murder.
He has served Mississippi’s
2nd congressional district since
1993 and said “America must
do better.”

Petal
Continued on page 3

Protestors lie on ground at Jackson Police Department. PHOTO BY JAY JOHNSON

By Emily Wagster Pettus
Associated Press
Protesters marched in Mississippi’s capital city Monday,
with some stopping to lie on
the ground outside Jackson’s
main police station to remember George Floyd, a black man
who died after a Minneapolis
police ofﬁcer pressed his knee
into Floyd’s neck for several
minutes.
Other protests took place
during the weekend in Oxford,
Biloxi, Jackson and other parts
of Mississippi. There were no
reports of violence.
Mississippi
Republican
Gov. Tate Reeves said Monday that he respects people’s
First Amendment right to pro-

test. He said he differentiates
between those who are protesting to air grievances and
“anarchists and agitators from
other parts of the country who
seem committed to violence.”
“We’ve seen them all over
the country in the last few
days and frankly, they’re usually spoiled kids who are privileged enough to not know the
consequences and they tend to
co-op otherwise protests that
are nonviolent,’’ Reeves said.
“I want you to hear that there
is no place for the anarchists
and there is no place for the
antagonists here in Mississippi.”

By Stacy M. Brown
NNPA Newswire Senior Correspondent

City of Petal Hall Marx
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New Cases and Deaths as of June 2

302
Man wronged in
past by police
saves ofﬁcer from
burning car
15
NEW CASES

New COVID-19 positive tests reported to MSDH as of 6 p.m. Tuesday

NEW DEATHS

New COVID-19 related deaths reported to MSDH as of 6 p.m. Tuesday

By Claudia Lauer
Associated Press

LTC OUTBREAKS

126

Current outbreaks in long-term care facilities. (One or more cases among staff or
residents counts as an outbreak.)

Obama’s popularity
continues to rise
amid Trump’s rhetoric

Brave.
Black.
First

Page 12

“[There are] protestors…
and folks who are out to use
George Floyd’s killing… [to]
further victimize the very
communities who have already been traumatized…”
An 8 p.m. curfew was ordered, and an African-American CNN reporter was arrested while giving a live report
from a hotspot of protests.
In California, demonstrators closed the 101 freeway
in San Jose as marchers took
to the streets in San Francisco and Oakland.
In New York, where the
novel coronavirus hit America the hardest and where residents had remained reluctant
to gather outdoors, protestors
jammed city streets.
New York’s Gov. Andrew
Cuomo joined an extensive
list of politicians condemning the action of former Minneapolis Police Ofﬁcer Derek
Chauvin, 44, who, along with
three other ofﬁcers, were vid-
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3 men indicted
on murder charges
in killing
of Ahmaud Arbery

Floyd
Continued on page 3
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Greg McMichael

Travis McMichael

William Roddie Bryan

By Kate Brumback
Associated Press

McLee
tions on race and policing; it was
about saving a life.
Uniontown Police Lt. Thomas
Kolencik’s voice cracked as he
told WTAE-Pittsburgh at the
scene Sunday that the department
was thankful McLee was nearby

when the crash happened.
“Daylan actually said, ‘I’m not
going to let him die,’” Kolencik
told the TV station. “There’s just
no words to describe, you know.”
Several of Ofﬁcer Jay Hanley’s
relatives had thanked McLee on

social media Sunday and Monday, noting the ofﬁcer was undergoing surgery after the crash for a
serious leg injury.
McLee said Hanley’s sister had
McLee
Continued on page 3

A prosecutor on Wednesday
announced that three men have
been indicted on murder charges in the killing of Ahmaud Arbery in coastal Georgia.
Speaking to reporters outside
the Glynn County courthouse,
prosecutor Joyette Holmes said
a grand jury has indicted Travis
McMichael, Greg McMichael
and William “Roddie” Bryan
Jr. on charges including malice
and felony murder in the death
of the African American man.
“This is another positive
step, another great step for

In the early days of
what would become
a historic pandemic,
Civil Rights leaders
insisted that the response to coronavirus
legislation must take
equity into account.
President & CEO of the
National Urban League,
Mark H. Morial, said
in a statement, “Urban
communities of color
are likely to suffer the
brunt of the health and
economic impacts of
the coronavirus crisis.

June 4
On Wednesday at
a news conference,
Attorney Keith Ellison
formally announced
that charges have been
upgraded on former
police ofﬁcer Derick
Chauvin, who pressed
his knee against
George Floyd’s neck
until Floyd breathed
his last breadth.
Chauvin, who has
been the center of
widespread protests
throughout the world
due to Floyd’s killing,
has now been charged
with murder in the
second degree.

Protesters
Continued on page 3

Protests erupt across
America after police
murder of George Floyd
From the Twin Cities of
Minneapolis and St. Paul to
the Streets of San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Houston, Chicago, Louisville, Atlanta,
Washington, DC and New
York City, and the bright
lights of the Big Apple, citizens across racial lines are
expressing outrage over the
police killing of George
Floyd, the latest in a countrymile long list of black men
and women murdered under
the color of law.
City ofﬁcials in Minneapolis and St. Paul called on the
National Guard, and state police lined the streets there in
riot gear.
“There is a lot of pain and
anger right now in our city…
What we have seen in terms
of looting is unacceptable,”
said Minneapolis Mayor Jacob Frey to CBS News.
“We’re seeing two separate
groups, said St. Paul Mayor Melvin Carter to CBS.

Mar. 19

Fund
Continued on page 3

Governor Tate Reeves
requests Economic
Disaster Declaration
for small businesses
impacted by COVID-19

The Mississippi Link Newswire
Governor Tate Reeves requested a disaster declaration
from the U.S. Small Business
Administration (SBA) to aid
small businesses and their
employees being impacted by
the COVID-19 outbreak.
Working to protect Mississippi businesses and their em-

This article tells the
story of J. Wyndal
Gordon, a civil rights
attorney who accepted a case that
few attorneys would
touch because the
crime was so brutal.
LaQuinn Phillips was
accused of dousing his
girlfriend with gasoline
and setting her on ﬁre.
He was acquitted after
eight days. Gordon
thrives on serving the
marginalized in America. He believes blacks
have fewer options for
good lawyering.

ties and organizations working on responding to emerging and extraordinary events,
including COVID-19.
All tax-deductible donations to the fund will support
people and communities in
Mississippi.
“One of our primary roles
as a community foundation is
connecting community needs
to philanthropic resources
that make a positive and lasting difference,” said Jane Alexander, president and CEO
of CFM. “Over the next few

Share this issue with a friend
by mailing it to:

A white Mississippi mayor is receiving backlash after tweeting insensitive comments amid the
controversial death of George Floyd, an unarmed
black man, who died recently while in police custody after a white policeman kneeled on his neck
for nine and a half minutes.
Floyd pleaded for his life and asked for his
mother after repeatedly saying, “I can’t breathe,”
a phrase also used by Eric Garner whose life was
met with the same fate in July of 2014.
“If you say you can’t breathe, you’re breathing.
Most likely that man died of an overdose or heart
attack,” the Petal mayor tweeted, weighing in on
the viral video.

There was a boom, then the
house shook. Daylan McLee
thought for a minute it might
have been a small earthquake until a relative came running inside
to say there had been a car crash
involving a police cruiser outside the apartment in Uniontown,
Pennsylvania, about 45 miles
south of Pittsburgh.
McLee ran outside and pulled
an ofﬁcer from the mangled patrol car as ﬂames began to spread
into the cabin. Police ofﬁcials and
others have credited McLee with
saving the ofﬁcer’s life after the
Sunday evening crash.
“I don’t know what came
across me, but I ripped the door
open and just pulled him to safety
across the street,” McLee said
Monday.
Protests over police brutality
following the death of George
Floyd in Minneapolis that have
gripped the nation for weeks have
laid bare tensions between police
and the communities they serve,
exposing grave mistrust by civilians, and frustration by law enforcement ofﬁcers who say they
are being painted with too broad
a brush. But for McLee, the issue
broke through the larger ques-

Mississippi
Share this issue with
a friend
community
response
by mailing it to:
and recovery fund to
support immediate
and long-term
community needs
in response to the
spread of COVID-19

Johnson

but the
commission
4 - 10,
2020

J

By Edelia “Dr. Jay” Carthan
Contributing Writer

On Saturday June 6,
Jackson, MS joined
the many cities across
the nation where
streets were ﬂooded
with peaceful protesters. They protested
in remembrance of
George Floyd, Breonna
Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery
and unnumbered
other black and brown
people who died at
the hand of police. It
was reported that the
march included more
than 4,500 participants
from across the state
and beyond.
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Bailey for the Central District
www.mississippilink.com
said. “We don’t take the execu-

Maxwell said. “It’s very important to us at the PSC to
keep our customers and utility
partners’ welfare a top
priority
UNE
during this time.”
“This emergency order will
keep vital services connected
for our people and protect public health and welfare,” Commissioner Brandon Presley
for the Northern District said.
“We’ve taken this action at the
recommendation of the Health
Department and MEMA and
we will continue to coordinate
any further action with them.”
“As we enter uncharted waters, we must sometimes take
extraordinary steps to protect
consumers, especially our
most vulnerable ones, continue
commerce and serve the public
interest,” Commissioner Brent

Petal mayor refuses to resign after
disturbing George Floyd tweet

June 11

The intriguing ﬁlm, “Mississippi Justice,”
created by Dr. Wilma Mosley Clopton, will
serve as the backdrop for the panel discussion
Mississippi Justice, Then and Now which
will focus on how the criminal justice system works in Mississippi. Mississippi Justice,
Then and Now, presented by NMHS Unlimited Film Productions, is sponsored by the Medgar and Myrlie Evers Institute and Women for
Progress of Mississippi, Inc., with support
from the Mississippi Humanities Council.
“Mississippi Justice,” the ﬁlm, based on actual court records from Pike county, chronicles
the trial of Hattie Lee Barnes, a twenty-yearold black female, with a fourth-grade education who shot and killed the young, blue-eyed
blond, six-foot son of a prominent family in
rural Pike County in 1951. Her public defender was Joe Pigott, the newest and youngest attorney in Pike county.
Mississippi Justice, Then and Now includes
a panel discussion, moderated by Larry Johnson, humanist and philosopher and Wilma E.
Mosley Clopton.
The discussion will focus on social justice
and its applicability in our current environment.
Panelists include: Municipal Court Judge
June Hardwick; Willie Jones, president,
Women for Progress of Mississippi, Inc.;
County Court Judge District 3 Johnnie McDaniels; Pauline Rogers, co-founder, RECH
Foundation; Angela Stewart, archivist, Margaret Walker Center; and former Hinds County Chancery Court Judge Patricia D. Wise.
Join us at the Two Museums, 222 North
Street, Jackson, MS 39201, March 17 at 6
p.m., for this exciting event. It is free and open
to the public.
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Civil Rights leaders call on Congress
Exclusive:
toNNPA
address
Former
VP Joe Biden disproportionate impact
makes his case to
ofblackCoronavirus
on black Americans
America
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Mississippi mayors set local
path on coronavirus response
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Gordon
Continued on page 3

and now

Special to The Mississippi Link

Katherine Johnson, a pioneering NASA mathematician
featured in “Hidden Figures,” dies at 101
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In this article, it is
reported that some
mayors in Mississippi
have butted heads
with Gov. Tate Reeves
over local restrictions
including the closure
of bars and restaurants in cities, prior to
the governor setting
state-wide limits. As
the economy faltered
city leaders made
tough decisions about
curtailing jobs and
services. Mississippi
legislators will face
larger-scale decisions
about state spending.

odox at ﬁrst,” he said. “There is an
aura about him. But his conﬁdence
gave me conﬁdence that I wouldn’t
be sent to prison for something I did
not do, would not do.
“Gordon was heaven sent for me.
I owe him my life.”
The University of Baltimore
Law School graduate’s client list
is eclectic. He represented parents
who sued Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. because their daughters
were not allowed to join. He fought
for a 76-year-old woman who police threw to the ground, and a teen
arrested for murder after a group ran
over an ofﬁcer in a car.

I N

TriceEdneyWire.com
The NAACP has requested
an urgent meeting with House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi and
Senate Democratic Leader
Chuck Schumer regarding
racial equity in the coronavirus
response proposal.
According to a release,
“Marc H. Morial, president
and CEO of the National Ur-

www.mississippilink.com

He also served as standby counsel
for D.C. sniper John Allen Muhammad, who represented himself in his
criminal case.
Gordon, 50 years old and the father of a ﬁve-year-old boy, wanted
to be a civil rights attorney when
he earned his law degree in 1995.
In school, he said, “I fell in love
with criminal defense. But as things
would have it, civil rights is sort of
an offshoot of criminal defense.
“And it hit me: ‘I have to do
something about this.’ Next thing
you know you, I end up being a civil rights attorney by default, almost
because you see so much that it’s
hard to avoid it.”
Gordon represented Rhanda Dormeus, whose 23-year-old daughter
was shot and killed by a police ofﬁcer in Randallstown, Maryland in
2016 after an extended standoff.
The ofﬁcer was not charged with a
crime, but Gordon won a $38 million civil suit, proving the ofﬁcer
ﬁred the ﬁrst shot and killed the
young mother.
A judge later overturned the
award, but Gordon had made his
point. And he’ll keep hammering it
while Dormeus appeals.
“He felt empathy and he fought
hard,” Dormeus said. “He was prepared and thorough. More than that,
he connected with me as a person.”

Gordon COURTESY OF J. WYNDAL GORDON, ESQ.

Campbell
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Arbery
Arbery
Continued on page 3

June 25
Daylan McLee was told
by a relative of a nearby car crash involving
a police cruiser. “I
don’t know what came
over me, but I ripped
the door open and just
pulled him to safety
across the street,” said
McLee. The 31 year old
said it wasn’t a complicated decision to help
another human being.
McLee ﬁled a lawsuit in
2018 against four state
troopers for a wrongful
arrest after he spent a
year in jail.
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Mississippi State Flag

Comes Down

Lawmakers denied opportunity to witness
signing of bill to retire state ﬂag
but witnessed the ﬂag removal
By Jackie Hampton
Publisher
Tuesday, June 30, 2020, was a historic day in the State of Mississippi.
Governor Tate Reeves signed House
Bill No. 1796, which retired the last
state ﬂag in the United States of America carrying the Confederate battle emblem. The people of the state cried out
for change and the Mississippi Legislature responded overwhelmingly.
“The signing of the bill was signiﬁcant and historic because many people
worked to make this happen over the
years,” stated Senator Hillman Frazier,
who has represented District 27 since
1993. I along with many of my colleagues wanted to witness the signing
of this historic bill because of the sacriﬁces made by so many over the years.”
Frazier said normally bill signing ceremonies take place at the State Capitol
and are open to all members of the Mississippi Legislature but many desiring
to witness the bill signing were not able
to do so. “To my surprise this ceremony
was an invitation – only event that was
held at the Governor’s Mansion,” said
Frazier. “This historic moment was reduced to a political photo op. Many of
us who worked so hard to see this day
were denied entrance to the governor’s

The Mississippi state ﬂag is lowered and removed from the state capitol June 30, 2020.
mansion because our names were not
on the list of invitees. It is my hope that
the governor will learn from his mis-

take going forward. The way that the
ceremony was conducted excluded too
many people.”

Frazier said he had taken with him
many ordinary citizens who wanted to
witness history, but instead they were

standing on the outside looking in.
Frazier added, “Many people lost their
lives trying to change this ﬂag.”
“It was like a slap in the face,” said
Senator Sollie Norwood, when he and
other legislatures, that had introduced
legislation year after year, were told
that they could not enter the governor’s mansion to witness the signing
of the resolution. Norwood, who has
represented District 28 since 2013 said
“I can’t help but think about the songwriter Sam Cook who must have envisioned this day many years ago when
he wrote the song, A Change is Going to Come.” Samuel Cook, known
professionally as Sam Cook, was an
American singer, songwriter, composer,
producer, and civil-rights activist. Norwood said the change which Cook sang
about came Sunday when the legislature voted overwhelmingly to retire the
current state ﬂag.
“This was a tough bill for the governor to sign, no doubt,” stated Senator
John Horhn-D, who has served district
26 since 1993. “His base certainly opposed it. I think the fact that he held a
subdued signing ceremony was a nod to
his base and an effort to appease them.

By Edelia “Dr. Jay” Carthan
Contributing Writer
Sunday, June 28, the Mississippi Legislature voted to remove
the Confederate battle emblem
from the state ﬂag after 126 years,
becoming the last state to remove
the controversial symbol.
“I would guess a lot of you
don’t even see that ﬂag in the corner right there,” State Representative Ed Blackmon, who is black,
said OL
before the vote
O Saturday.
“There are some of us who notice
it every time we walk in here, and
it’s not a good feeling.”
Saturday, the state House and
Senate voted to suspend the rules
allowing for debate and vote on
House Bill 1796 to change the
state ﬂag. The bill passed the
House Sunday, June 30, by a vote
of 9-23 followed by a 37-14 Senate vote. Lawmakers received a
standing ovation from onlookers
as cheers erupted from the crowd.
Democratic Senator Derrick
Simmons pleaded with his fellow
colleagues to vote for the “Mississippi of tomorrow.”
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Legendary Civil
Rights icon C.T.
Vivian dies at 95
Mississippi legislators

“In the name of history, I stand
for my two sons, who are 1 and
6 years old, who should be edu-

Dr. Donzell Lee retires
from Alcorn after 45
years of service

M E M O R I A M

cated in schools and be able to
frequent businesses and express
black voices in public places that

Vivian

Evers

ﬂy a symbol of love, not hate,” he
added.
The bill allows for the forma-

1940-2020

By Stacy M. Brown
NNPA Newswire Senior Correspondent

tion of a nine member commission that would be in charge of a
ﬂag redesign that eliminates the

Bubble
Kisses
Lewis’s famous call to arms.

Somewhere it’s raining. Somewhere
the heavens have opened up, reﬂecting the tears that are falling across the
C.T. Vivian addressing the annual convention
of the Association for the Study of African
Page 6globe as news of the death of civil rights
icon Congressman John Lewis (D-GA)
American Life and History in Atlanta, September
spreads.
27, 2015.
The legislator, freedom ﬁghter and
By Stacy M. Brown
justice warrior, who was famously
NNPA Newswire Senior Correspondent
beaten, bloodied and arrested in Selma,
The Rev. C.T. Vivian, the legendary civil
Alabama – and in other cities across the
rights activist who marched alongside Dr. MarJim Crow South – during the struggle for
tin Luther King Jr., died of natural causes July
civil rights and racial equality, was 80.
17. He was 95.
His death came just hours after the
Vivian’s daughter, Denise Morse, conﬁrmed
passing of another civil rights icon, Rev.
her father’s death and told Atlanta’s NBC afC.T. Vivian, who was 95.
ﬁliate WXIA that he was “one of the most wonNational Newspaper Publishers Assoderful men who ever walked the earth.”
ciation (NNPA) President and CEO, and
Vivian reportedly suffered a stroke earlier
comrade in arms with both Rev. Vivian
this year, but his family said he died of natural
and Lewis, expressed the devastation he
causes.
and the world feel at the loss of the two
“He has always been one of the people who
revered giants.
had the most insight, wisdom, integrity and
Chavis, like Vivian and Lewis, worked
dedication,” said former Atlanta Mayor Anwith and was a disciple of Dr. Martin
drew Young, a contemporary of Vivian who
Luther King Jr. He said the world would
also worked alongside King.
miss Lewis’s “good trouble,” quoting
“The Reverend Dr. C.T. Vivian was one of
my strongest mentors in the Civil Rights Movement,” National Newspaper Publishers Association President Benjamin F. Chavis, Jr., stated.
“Rev. Vivian, like Martin Luther King Jr,
and Joseph Lowery was a visionary theologian,
genius, and a leading force in the tactical and
strategic planning of effective nonviolent civil
disobedience demonstrations. C.T. has passed
the eternal baton to a new generation of civil
rights agitators and organizers.”
In a statement emailed to BlackPressUSA,
the NBA’s Atlanta Hawks expressed their condolences.
“The Atlanta Hawks organization is deeply
saddened by the passing of Civil Rights Movement leader, minister and author, Dr. Cordy
Tindell “C.T.” Vivian. The City of Atlanta and
the world have lost a distinguished icon whose
leadership pushed the United States to greater
justice and racial equality for African Americans,” team ofﬁcials wrote in the email.
“To inspire the next generation, Vivian
founded the C.T. Vivian Leadership Institute
in Atlanta, with the intent to create a model
of leadership culture in the city that would be
dedicated to the development and sustainability
Continued on page 3
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The world mourns
a true icon and
freedom ﬁghter
I N

Confederate battle emblem but
includes the slogan “In God We
Trust.” The commission will select a new design following those
guidelines, and the new design
will be placed on the ballot November 3.
If voters reject the new design,
it returns to the commission for
redesign. The legislation also
mandates the prompt, digniﬁed
and respectful removal of the ﬂag
within 15 days of the bill going
into effect.
The bill goes to Governor Tate
Reeves, who stated Saturday, “If a
bill comes across my desk, I will
sign it.” The legislature has been
deadlocked for days as it considers a new state ﬂag. The argument
over the 1894 ﬂag has become as
divisive as the ﬂag itself and it’s
time to end it.”
Reeves continued, “The job
before us is to bring the state together and I intend to work night
and day to do it. It will be harder
than recovering from tornadoes,
Flag
Continued on page 3
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“The Honorable John Lewis was
a longtime master freedom ﬁghter
who set the eternal example of
how and why we all should ﬁght
for the Page
freedom
14 and equality of all
humanity,” Chavis remarked.
“May Lewis now have his rest
in peace. As for those of us who
worked with him and [those] who
marched with him, we must keep
ﬁghting for freedom and equality
with renewed vigor, courage and
energy. Black Lives Matter.”
During the NNPA’s 2020 Virtual Annual Convention earlier this
month, attendees were treated to a
free screening of the documentary,
John Lewis: Good Trouble, provided
by the Census Bureau. Lewis was
also a strong advocate for Census registration.
As he’d done earlier to honor Rev.
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‘Coach Prime’
Deion Sanders
named new JSU
Tiger head coach
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On Monday JSU Athletic Di- Page 5
rector Ashley Robinson named
the legendary ‘Coach Prime’
as the new head football coach
of Jackson State University.
In a statement, Robinson said,
“We expect to compete for and
win championships at Jackson
State, and Coach Sanders will
help us achieve those goals.”
‘Prime Time’ Deion Sanders, (53), riding in the back
seat of a cadillac made a grand
entrance into the JSU Athletic
Assembly Center, while the
JSU PEP Band & Prancing JSettes marched in front. The
band, while playing at a high
pitch was followed by a JPD
police led motorcade blasting
their sirens as a noisy socially
distanced audience observed.
Calvin Ousby, director of security for the JSU football team
directed their entrance.
The rumors had been ﬂying for days throughout the
city, state and even the nation
that NFL Hall of Famer, Deion Sanders, known as “Coach
Time” had been chosen as the
new head coach, but it was
not until Monday at the 9 a.m.
press conference that JSU ofﬁcials conﬁrmed the rumors.
Sanders said, “God called
me to Jackson State,”, while
Thomas Hudson, acting president of JSU, referred to the hiring as an act of God.
Sanders was very emotional
when he said, “I have a commitment to excellence in each
and every thing I do.” In several statements he shared his
Sanders
Continued on page 3
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Supreme Court
Justice RBG
honored
by Judge Latrice
Westbrooks
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Westbrooks (right) speaking at
press conference.
By Dr. Edelia J. Carthan
Contributing Writer
Court of Appeals Judge Latrice Westbrooks, who is also
a candidate vying for Mississippi Supreme Court, held a
press conference to honor
Supreme Court Justice Ruth
Bader Ginsburg Monday at
her campaign headquarters in
downtown Jackson.
Justice Ginsburg died Friday at the age of 87 due to
complications of metastatic
pancreatic cancer according
to news reports. Nominated
by then President Bill Clinton in 1993, Justice Ginsburg
served on the court for more
than 27 years. During her
tenure on the highest court in
the nation, she was the most
liberal on the court consistently delivering progressive
votes on the most divisive
social issues of today, including voting rights, healthcare,
immigration, abortion rights
and afﬁrmative action.
“I stand before you today
to reﬂect on the life and the
uncompromised legacy of
a woman on whose shoulders we stand, the late great
Ruth Bader Ginsburg,” West-

Sanders PHOTO BY JAY JOHNSON

Ginsburg
brooks said as she addressed
the audience.
“Few are born into this
world who make a sizable
impact that transcends race,
gender, geography, political
ideology and social standing. However, Justice Ginsburg, affectionately known
as the notorious RBG, is
one of those persons. To be
a woman in the legal profession takes grit, strength and
fortitude.Justice
Ginsburg
embodied these collective
characteristics each time she
walked into the room and
sat at a table or on the bench
to express experiences that
were not likely shared or understood or validated by her
colleagues.”
“Justice Ginsburg’s principal posture with regard to
the laws and decision making
inspire me and others to follow our voice and not yield
to conventions while on the
bench. In her own words, we
should not be held back from
pursuing our full talents from
contributing what we could
contribute to society because
RBG
Continued on page 3

Councilman De’Keither
Stamps and Bob Lee headed
to a run off, October 13

Inside

By Dr. Edelia J. Carthan
Contributing Writer
De’Keither A. Stamps and Robert
“Bob” Lee are headed to a run-off
slated for Tuesday, October 13.
The special election for the Mississippi House of Representatives, District 6, was held Tuesday, September
22, with only about two thousand vot-

ers deciding the outcome of this election.
District 66 emcompasses parts of
Hinds County including parts of south
Jackson, parts of Byram, Terry, Raymond and Learned. The seat was vacated by Democrat Jarvis Dortch after
he accepted the top position with the
American Civil Liberties Union as the

AARP spotlights
importance
of 50+ voters in new
presidential and
senate state polls Page 7

new executive director for Mississippi.
Stamps received 750 votes and Lee
received 493 votes sending them to a
run-off in two weeks. Stamps received
almost 40 percent of the votes. However, to be declared the winner, candidates must receive 51 percent of the
vote.
Tuesday’s non-partisan special elec-

We’re
Better
Than This
Page 17

tion results are as follows:
Gregory Divinity, 454
Robert C. Bob Lee Jr., 493
Fabian Nelson, 33
Kathryn Orey Perry, 45
De’Keither A. Stamps, 750
Calvins B. Williams, 115
Stamps
Continued on page 3

Stamps
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The Mississippi Freedom
Democratic Party (FDP) in
Holmes County hosted its second Black Lives Matter March,
July 4, on Independence Day in
Tchula, MS.
About eighty people attended
and participated in the march in
downtown Tchula and mostly
everyone was wearing masks
during the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic.
“In the beginning, I had a vision as the president of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic
Party in Holmes County to take
the protest to each municipality to
bring awareness to the senseless
police brutality that is adversely
affecting the black community,”
proclaimed Cardell Wright.
“Sometimes, as black people,
we can sit idly watching horriﬁc
things happen to our people and

not say anything because it is not
directly affecting us; but I do my
best to convey the message to all
that if it happens to one of us, it
happens to all us,” Wright said.
“I believe that if the black community unites as one, then we can
affect change in this nation. The
success of the Civil Rights Movement can once again be achieved
if we stand in solidarity and let
our voices be heard as we proclaim that we are tired of being
treated as predators and less than
human. So, we are continuing the
protests because we believe in
equality, fairness, equity and harmony,” Wright continued.
“Tchula, MS has always been
the backbone of Holmes County
because the ﬁrst FDP was established in the Milestone community which is approximately six
miles from Tchula. Tchula was
very formative for the work that
was accomplished during the Jim

Crow South. Moreover, Dr. Eddie
Carthan is a legend and hero of
mine. He has been very instrumental and inﬂuential since my
ascension to the presidency of
the FDP. It just seemed automatic
for me to take the next protest to
Tchula,” Wright commented.
The speakers for the protest in
Tchula included Jon’na Bailey
of Holmes County FDP, Eddie J.
Carthan, who was the ﬁrst black
mayor of Tchula, MS; Curtis Hill
of the Knollie Jenkins Foundation, Jamel Brooks who is the
founder of C.O.B.R.A. (Counter
Oppressive Black Radical Association) of Canton, MS, Supervisor Alfonzo Greer of Beat 5 and
Cardell Wright.
“I remembered the ﬁrst time
I met Dr. King, I was 14 yearsold. We marched in Jackson and
they arrested us and put us in the
cow stalls at the Mississippi Fairgrounds where they keep live-

Jackson mayor puts in
new mask ordinance
By Morgan Bridgeman
Intern
Mayor Chokwe Antar Lumumba, mayor of Jackson,
MS, has recently put into place
a new face mask ordinance for
Jackson residents. Lumumba
announced his new face mask
plan at a press conference
Tuesday, June 30, 2020. The
ordinance went in to affect last
Thursday, July 2.
Under the ordinance by Lumumba, Jackson residents are
required to wear face masks in
all public places whether they
are indoors or outdoors. Residents who do not adhere to this
new requirement could face a
ﬁne/citation of up to $300.
Those businesses who do not
make it mandatory for customers to wear masks could be
shut down.
At the press conference, Lumumba was joined by members of city’s Coronavirus
Task Force including the city’s
attorney and health ofﬁcials.
These members took the podium to say that this order is
a response to the record week
of new coronavirus cases that
continue to spike as well as the
different hospitals in the Jackson area ﬁlling to capacity.
“In recent days we have
seen a sudden surge in the conﬁrmed cases of coronavirus
which has led to this executive
order which aims to protect
our residents based on the best
measures we have available to
us,” Lumumba said during the
press conference.
The new ordinance calls
for face masks to be worn
both indoors and outdoors in
public places, however face
coverings do not need to be
worn in some circumstances.
These circumstances include:
when exercising outside, driving alone or with household
members, where wearing a
mask would cause health or
safety issues, when pumping
gas, when in a building that
requires surveillance such as a
bank, in an ofﬁce by yourself
or where social distancing can
be maintained, and when eating or drinking in a restaurant,
bar, or other food or beverage
establishment.
Although the new mask rule
is for all Jackson residents, the
city is looking toward those
businesses who have allowed

stock because the county and city
jails were full. We had no food
or water for three days,” Eddie J.
Carthan recalled. “Fifty years later, we are still marching and protesting for the same rights. Something has to change. Something
must be done,” Carthan said.
The turnout in Tchula was
much more than anticipated.
People in attendance were standing around, sitting in vehicles or
on four-wheelers listening to the
guest speakers.
The next protest for the FDP
will be held in Pickens, MS. The
protest date has not been set but
Wright said it will be around the
ﬁrst of August.
“Pickens played a crucial role
in the ﬁght for justice, so we are
extremely excited about what’s
to come,” Wright said. “In the
meantime, while we are preparBLM
Continued on page 3

The rumors had been
ﬂying for days that
Deion Sanders had
been chosen as the
new head football
coach for Jackson
State University, but it
was not until Monday,
Sept. 24 at a 9 a.m.
press conference that
JSU ofﬁcials conﬁrmed
the rumors. Sanders
was very emotional
when he said, “I have
a commitment to
excellence in each and
everything I do. He
said, “God called me to
Jackson State.”

Nov. 12
Jackie Hampton
reported that after four
days of uncertainty,
the outcome of the
2020 presidential race
was called by CNN
and other television
networks November
7, when former V.P.
Joe Biden crossed
the threshold of 270
Electoral College
votes with a win from
the state of PA. V.P.elect Kamala Harris
addressed the nation
at 8:11 p.m., “While
I might be the ﬁrst
woman in this ofﬁce, I
will not be the last.”

face masks to be optional especially when social distancing in the establishment is difﬁcult to do. The punishment
for these businesses who do
not follow the rules could be a
24-hour shutdown by the city
or a harsher punishment if they
are repeat offenders.
While some business owners and workers may not agree
to this new order, some are
glad to see the order ﬁnally be
put in place.
“I ﬁrmly believe that the
mayor mandating masks to be
worn in businesses is a step
forward in trying to control
and lower the transmission of
COVID-19. Whatever measures, small or extensive, that
need to be taken to potentially
end this pandemic should be
done,” said JaiQuavis Dodd, a
worker at a local drug store in
Jackson.
Customers coming into the
city for the city’s businesses
have different views on the
mayor’s new mask order. One
Jackson resident opposed to
the mayor’s new rule stated,
“Masks can be very uncomfortable and those with masks
on are still at risk just like I am
when I don’t have a mask on.”
Although there are those opposed, some residents are happy about the decision. “This
is the best decision the mayor
could’ve made because people
don’t understand how serious
the situation is. Some people
don’t understand extremities
of a situation until they are
placed in a situation they don’t
like,” said Jaylan Brown, a
resident of Jackson.
The new masks ordinance
has no end date as of now.
Lumumba is also calling
surrounding counties such as
Madison and Rankin to make
similar face masks requirements since many of those
residents work in Jackson.
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Joe Biden nailed his V.P.
choice with woman of color
AUGUST 13 - 19, 2020
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By Jackie Hampton
Publisher

People across the nation have
been wondering and speculating who Presidential Candidate
Joe Biden would choose as his
running mate and ﬁnally Tuesday he announced that he has
chosen Senator Kamala Harris
as his vice presidential running
mate, putting for the ﬁrst time,
a woman of color on the presidential ticket.
“Joe Biden nailed this decision,” stated former President
Barack Obama, regarding his
choice of Harris as his vice
presidential running mate for
2020. As reported on various
news stations Tuesday, Obama
sent out a statement saying,
“By choosing Senator Kamala
Harris as America’s next vice
president, he (Biden) has underscored his own judgement
and character…And now Joe
has an ideal partner to help him
tackle the very real challenges
America faces right now and in
the years ahead.”
Harris is the ﬁrst black woman and the ﬁrst person of Indian
descent to be nominated for national ofﬁce by a major party.
Mike Espy, who is running
for the United States Senate

STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
COUNTY OF HINDS
TAX SALE ADVERTISEMENT
2ND DISTRICT

By Stacy M. Brown
NNPA Newswire Correspondent

Sept. 23

Lumumba
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Seat from Mississippi is very
pleased with the former V.P.’s
choice. In a statement to The
Mississippi Link he said: “I’m

Page 17

thrilled that Joe Biden made
this historic choice. Senator
Kamala Harris is an ideal running mate and will serve our

nation well as vice president.
She is smart, serious, tough,
prepared and ready for this
challenge.” Both Espy and

Joe Biden selects Kamala
Harris as running mate

1922-2020
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Hotel industry
releases top 5
requirements to
By Jackietravel
Hampton safely
Publisher

The Honorable John
Lewis died just hours
after civil rights activist Rev. C.T. Vivian,
succumbed. Dr. Ben
Chavis, National Newspaper Publishers Association president and
CEO and comrade in
arms with both Vivian
and Lewis, expressed
the devastation he
and the world feel at
the loss of the two
revered giants. Chavis,
like Vivian and Lewis,
worked with, and was
a disciple of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.

Charles Evers
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Lewis
Continued on page 15

station and everyone was considered family.”
Burns said Evers treated him like a son and
willingly shared his wisdom.
Prior to his career at WMPR, Evers, on
June 3, 1969, was elected mayor of Fayette,
MS. He was the ﬁrst African-American mayor of a biracial town in Mississippi. He served
as mayor for 16 years.
He served as NAACP ﬁeld secretary after
his brother Medgar was assassinated in Jackson, MS.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time.

FDP hosts Black Lives
Matter march in Tchula
on Independence Day

By Edelia Dr. Jay Carthan
Contributing Writer

Election
Continued on page 3

Charles Evers, former CEO of WMPR 90.1
FM radio and brother of the late Civil Rights
activist, Medgar Evers, died July 22, 2020 at
the age of 97. He was surrounded by family at
his daughter’s home in Brandon, MS.
Evers worked at WMPR 90.1 FM in Jackson for over 30 years.
Clyde Burns, announcer and broadcast director at WMPR, told The Mississippi Link
he received a call Wednesday morning from
family that the former CEO had transitioned.
Burns said, “He was good to us here at the
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Pictured standing, Arlean Rayford and Jamel Brooks, founder of C.O.B.R.A. in Canton, MS.; Seated Marquita Grifﬁn and Cherry Gordon-Murff

Lawmakers
Continued on page 3

After 126 years, the Mississippi Legislature voted to remove
the Confederate battle emblem from state ﬂag
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California Sen. Kamala Harris is Joe Biden’s choice for vice
president.
Following months of speculation and debate over whether
Biden should pick a black woman as his running mate, Harris
was named Tuesday as Biden’s
choice.
Biden reportedly had called
Rep. Karen Bass (D-Calif.), former Ambassador Susan Rice and
three other candidates to inform
them on Tuesday morning that
they were not his pick.
Harris had routinely been seen
as theOL
top pick, butO
her clashes
with Biden during the Democratic debates appeared to give
Biden pause.
However, Biden had been
photographed in recent weeks
with talking points which noted
not to hold a grudge against Harris.
Sworn in as senator in 2017,
Harris became the second African American woman and the
ﬁrst South Asian-American senator in history.
She has said that her life as a
prosecutor and ﬁghting justice
was inspired by her mother, an
Indian American immigrant,
activist and breast cancer researcher.

V
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in a special runoff election for
U.S. Senator in 2018, and even
though he did not win at that
time, it was the closest senate
election in Mississippi since
supported Espy in
Share this issue1982.
withHarris
a friend
that race. He stated, “Kamala is
by mailing
it to: friend and I apprecia personal
ate that she came to Mississippi
multiple times to help me in the
2018 senate race.”
While an undergraduate of
Howard University, Harris
became a member of Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority. This
sisterhood organization is very
proud of Biden’s choice.
Paulette Hayes Patton, a native of Jackson, MS, pledged
AKA as an undergraduate at
Tougaloo College. She was
very hopeful that Harris would
be Biden’s V.P. choice. She
said, “I am honored and humbled to call her my sister as all
the other 300,000 AKAs around
the globe. Patton said, “Exemplifying Excellence Through
Sustainable Service” is the
theme for the women of Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated International Program
Harris are graduates of Howard through 2022. She said, “How
beﬁtting that Kamala Harris
University.
Espy ran against Republican
V.P.
candidate Cindy Hyde-Smith
Continued on page 3

California homeowners hit by
the foreclosure crisis, defended
California’s landmark climate
change law, protected the Affordable Care Act, helped win
marriage equality for all Californians, and prosecuted transnational gangs that trafﬁcked in
guns, drugs, and human beings.
As U.S. senator, she has introduced and co-sponsored legislation to raise wages for working people, reform our broken
criminal justice system, make
healthcare a right for all AmeriCalifornia Sen. Kamala Harris is Joe Biden’s choice for vice president
cans, address the epidemic of
Growing up in Oakland, Har- District Attorney of the City and substance abuse, support veterris had “a stroller-eye view of County of San Francisco.
ans and military families, and
the Civil Rights movement,” acAmong her achievements
as expand access to childcare for
OVEMBER
cording to her ofﬁcial biography. district attorney, Harris started working parents.
Through the example of cou- a program that gives ﬁrst-time
Earlier Tuesday, President
rageous leaders like Thurgood drug offenders the chance to Donald Trump suggested that
Marshall, Constance Baker earn a high school diploma and “some men are insulted” that
Motley and Charles Hamilton ﬁnd employment.
Biden had long ago narrowed
Houston, Harris said she learned
Having completed two terms his search to women. However,
the kind of character it requires as the District Attorney of San Trump’s statements were seen
to stand up to the powerful and Francisco, Harris was elected as as a last-minute bid to rattle the
resolved to spend her life advo- the ﬁrst African American and Democrats.
cating for those who could not ﬁrst woman to serve as CaliforWomen’s groups and the civil
nia’s attorney general.
defend themselves.
rights community in recent days
After earning an undergraduIn this role, she “worked tire- have blasted media members
ate degree from Howard Univer- lessly to hold corporations ac- and individuals on social platsity and a law degree from the countable and protect the state’s forms for racist and sexist atUniversity of California, Hast- most vulnerable people,” ac- tacks against Harris and others
ings, she began her career in the cording to her biography.
who were considered in the viceAlameda County District AttorOver the course of her nearly presidential sweepstakes.
ney’s Ofﬁce.
two terms in ofﬁce, Harris won
Harris
In 2003, Harris became the a $25-billion settlement for
Continued on page 3
By Edelia “Dr. Jay” Carthan
Staff Writer
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California Sen. Kamala Harris is Joe Biden’s choice for vice president

By Kathleen Ronayne
and Will Weissert
Writer

Joe Biden named California
Sen. Kamala Harris as his running mate on Tuesday, making
history by selecting the ﬁrst
black woman to compete on a
major party’s presidential ticket
and acknowledging the vital
role black voters will play in his
bid to defeat President Donald
Trump.
In choosing Harris, Biden is
embracing a former rival from
the Democratic primary who is

Millions of Mississippians’ voices were heard
around the state Tuesday,
November 3, election day.
Residents of the “Magnolia”
state voted in the presidential election, a Senate race,
congressional races, Mississippi Supreme Court judges’
Sectionrace,
B a new state ﬂag andPage
le- 14
galized Marijuana.
Although the Presidential
race is still undecided and
On November 3, the Black Press of America followed the 2020 Presidential
is very close, Mississippians
Election, the most consequential in U.S. history, while reporting on races in
were quite clear on several
their respective states.
ballot measures and other
key races. At press time, apThe Associated Press
proximately 70% of the prenel’s Chris Wallace.
cincts reported are included
The Associated Press said that at
After an extraordinary night of
in this article based off re- resentatives race, District 1,
shifting vote counts and a rebuke of the time of Trump’s statement, its
sults reported by the Associ- Republican incumbent Trent
President Donald Trump, news or- count had Trump winning 213 elecKelly defeated Antonia Eliaated Press.
ganizations kept vigil as Americans toral votes to Democrat Joe Biden’s
Senator Cindy Hyde- son by winning 70% of the
waited to learn who their next presi- 225. The AP has determined that it’s
Smith, a white Republican votes. In District 2, Contoo early to declare a winner in sevdent would be.
who said she wanted to be gressman Bennie Thompson
For weeks, media outlets had eral states, including Pennsylvania,
front row of a public hang- was the only Democrat pullwarned that Americans would need Georgia and Michigan.
ing, won reelection for ing out a win by 64% over
With the sun’s rise Wednesday,
patience on election night and beUnited States senator by de- Brian Flowers. Republican
yond, and that turned out to be their it seemed to feel to some like a bad
feating Mike Espy, a black incumbent Michael Guest
dream they’d like to forget.
most accurate prediction.
Democrat, formerly the ﬁrst won by 65% of the vote
“It was ridiculous,” former Ohio
“We don’t know who the next presblack congressman from MS over Dorothy Benford. And
ident of the United States will be,” Republican Gov. John Kasich said on
and the ﬁrst black to serve as House District 4 RepubliCNN’s John Berman told viewers CNN. “He should not have done that.
U.S. secretary of agriculture can incumbent Steven Palashortly before 10 a.m. EST Wednes- This is what we have come to expect,
under the Clinton Adminis- zzo was uncontested and debut it won’t matter because I think we
day.
clared winner.
tration.
The overnight hours featured the will count all the votes.”
Results from the MissisMississippi hasn’t had a
At 10:35 a.m., Trump tweeted
stunning scene of journalists immeblack representative in the sippi Supreme Court were
diately refuting Trump after he stood in all caps: “WHAT IS THIS ALL
senate since Hiram Rhodes disappointing. Judge Latrice
behind a White House podium and ABOUT?” Twitter took down the rest
Revels was elected by the Westbrooks received 48% of
complained it was “a major fraud on of his tweet, saying some or all of it
senate in 1970. He resigned the vote conceding to Kenny
our nation” that he hadn’t been de- is disputed and might be misleading.
one year later to be president Grifﬁs who received 52%
Election coverage was proving the
clared the winner.
at Alcorn Agricultural and of the votes. King and RanNBC News’ Savannah Guthrie primacy of numbers geeks like NBC
Mechanical College, now dolph ran uncontested.
broke into Trump’s statement to tell News’ Steve Kornacki and CNN’s
Mississippians
voted
Alcorn State University.
viewers that several of Trump’s state- John King, who got granular tryAlthough Espy outraised overwhelmingly to pass all
ments were untrue. “The fact of the ing to ﬁgure out where things were
Hyde-Smith by millions of the ballot measures that
matter is we don’t know who won the going. For awhile, MSNBC kept a
of dollars, Hyde-Smith re- were on the ballot.
“Kornacki cam” on him as he sifted
election,” she said.
The statewide Measure 1a
ceived 58% of the votes
CBS News’ Norah O’Donnell said through returns offstage.
compared to Espy’s 40% to allow medical marijuana
While stressing that things were far
Trump was “castrating the facts” by
percent. In her victory passed with 74% percent of
“falsely claiming that he has won the from certain, Kornacki said Wednesspeech, Hyde-Smith told her the vote. Opposers efforts
election and disenfranchising mil- day that “it’s Trump right now who
crowd of supporters, “The to include 65A on the ballot
lions of voters whose ballots have not has to turn things around on this elecbest thing about beating to prevent the measure from
toral map.”
been counted.”
Mike Espy is beating him passing, did not work this
Arnon Mishkin, director of Fox
“This is an extremely ﬂammable
time around. However, it is
twice.”
situation and the president just threw
Election
In the U.S. House of Rep- important that citizens una match into it,” said Fox News ChanContinued on page 4

Tax Sale Parcels
for Hinds County

I Got the
School
Spirit

familiar with the unique rigor
of a national campaign. Born
to a Jamaican father and Indian mother, the 55-year-old
ﬁrst-term senator is one of the
party’s most prominent ﬁgures.
She quickly became a top contender for the No. 2 spot after
her own White House campaign ended.
In a tweet, Biden called Harris a “fearless ﬁghter for the little guy, and one of the country’s
ﬁnest public servants.’’
Biden
Continued on page 3
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derstand that weed is not legal only medical marijuana.
“Weed ain’t legal. Medical marijuana was legalized,
not your personal stash at
the house. You still can’t
ﬁre up in public. And even
if you get a card, your job
can still ﬁre you for failing
a drug test,” Brad “Kamikazee” Franklin wrote on
his page the day after the
election trying to educate
citizens that marijuana is not
legal. “Don’t take yall goofy
asses outside somewhere
chief’n talking bout ‘I know
my rights.’ Also, the cards
and the medical Marijuana
won’t be available until at
least mid 2021. Til then,
do like ya been doing. And
don’t mess this up for everybody. We close real close to
recreational being legal and
that is the aim.”
The statewide Measure 2
addressing the outdated 1890
Mississippi Constitution was
to determine who decides a
runoff in a governor’s race.
The measure passed by 78%
of Mississippians voting yes
to change the measure. The
1890 State Constitution was
written after Reconstruction
to disenfranchise African

Americans and to prevent
them from gaining political
power. Mississippi needs an
updated inclusive state constitution. It’s time for a Constitutional Convention.
Statewide Measure 3 to
approve the redesign of the
state ﬂag passed with 72%
of the votes. Mississippians
voted to change the controversial state ﬂag to the In
God We Trust Design. The
Legislature voted this summer to change the state ﬂag
and put the measure on the
ballot. This is just one of the
ﬁrst steps to a new and better
Mississippi.
“I encourage you to not
be dismayed. Do not be
disappointed. Do not be
discouraged; We have a lot
of ﬁghting to do. Like Joe
Biden said, ‘We are ﬁghting
for the soul of America,’”
Pastor James Hull said in a
video on his Facebook page.
“Don’t be afraid, be angry.
Don’t be despondent, be encouraged. Don’t be discouraged, be energized so we can
take this country back. You
need to be in this ﬁght.”
Long lines and voter supMississippi
Continued on page 4
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Mississippi’s
‘education
Community
Library
Mississippi goes
governor,’
William
virtual
Winter, dies
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During this season of giving
Black
Women, HBCUs receive hefty
two MS
Black Love
donations from philanthropist
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Aug. 13
California Sen. Kamala
Harris is Joe Biden’s
choice for vice
president. Following
months of speculation
and debate over whether Biden should pick
a black woman as his
running mate, Harris
was selected. Harris in
the ﬁrst black woman
and the ﬁrst person of
Indian descent to be
nominated for national
ofﬁce by a major party.
“Joe Biden nailed this
decision,” said former
President Barack
Obama.

Nov. 5

www.mississippilink.com
N

The Mississippi
Freedom Democratic
Party (FDP) hosted its
second Black Lives
Matter march July 4,
(Independence Day) in
Tchula MS. Edelia Dr.
Jay Carthan reported
that Cardell Wright,
president of the Mississippi FDP, had a vision
to take the protest to
each municipality to
bring awareness to the
senseless police brutality that is adversely
affecting the black
community.

Biden picks
Kamala Harris
as running mate,
ﬁrst black woman

E L E C T I O N R E S U LT S 2 0 2 0
After a tense
night, presidential Mississippians voted for a
election remains a new state ﬂag and legalized
mystery for media
medical marijuana
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The MS state ﬂag was
the last in the United
States to carry the
Confederate battle
emblem but Tuesday,
June 30 lawmakers
that worked so hard
to make it happen
witnessed the ﬂag
removal. Senator John
Horhn-D stated, “This
was a tough bill for the
governor to sign. His
base certainly opposed
it. I think the fact that
he held a subdued
signing ceremony was
a nod to his base and
an effort to appease
them.”
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July 9

For weeks’ media
outlets had warned
that Americans would
need patience on election night and beyond,
and that turned out to
be their most accurate
prediction. John Berman of CNN told viewers on election night,
“We don’t know who
the next president of
the United States will
be.” Meanwhile, Mississippians voted for
the new state ﬂag and
the statewide Measure
1a to allow medical
marijuana.

Dec. 24
Former Mississippi Gov.
William Winter, who
championed education
initiatives and racial harmony died Friday, Dec.
18. During his 75 years
of public service, Winter
linked education with
economic development,
observing, “The road out
of the poor house runs
past the school house.”
On a high note, Tougaloo College received $6
million and Alcorn State
University received $25
million from philanthropist Mackenzie Scott,
former wife of Amazon
founder, Jeff Bezos.
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support employees and business owners limp along.
“We’ve always taken such pride to be part of this
community and to see those buildings that have survived the Civil War are going to be most likely torn
down is really, really sad,’’ said Carla Rosenthal, the
owner of The Melting Pot and Rodizio Grill, both businesses destroyed in the blast that employs roughly 120
staffers combined.
Nearly a quarter of those employees had already applied for unemployment by end of Christmas.
“We’ve always felt like we were part of what has
brought Nashville to become the ‘It City’ as it is,” said
Rosenthal, who has owned The Melting Pot for more
than 25 years and Rodizio Grill for eight. “We helped
build this city.’’
Tim Walker, the executive director of the Metro Historical Commission, has been anxious to survey the
damage. He called the corridor an important symbol
of the city’s history and development, a unique facet of
Nashville’s resurgent identity.
Walker noted that some of the historic buildings had
been transformed into apartments and condominiums,
boutique hotels and Airbnbs.
“We’re very concerned about the damage. I know a
lot of the public is,’’ said Walker, adding that he hopes
just some of the buildings are not structurally impaired.
When the tornado hit in March, the community
came together – like it is again in the aftermath of the
explosion, Stephanie Coleman, the chief growth officer for the Nashville Area Chamber of Commerce said.
Ten years ago, the city suffered a devastating flood,
and it’s been on the rebound ever since, Coleman said.
“We were still on that track, you know, starting in
the beginning of 2020. Really everything was looking
up, looking bright, for Nashville and our future,’’ she
said.
“This is a situation that we know we will get
through,’’ Coleman said. “The fact that we didn’t lose
lives, it gives us the hope. ... I think we’re just thankful
that it wasn’t a different story.’’

Mosley

Addison
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Turner

vis Therapeutic Services, LLC injected that the black community is affected more than any populace. He declared that many blacks distrust
doctors and other health officials because of past experiences.
The Tuskegee Syphilis Experiment, a clinical study of untreated
syphilis in the African-American male between 1932 and 1972 by the
US Public Health Service, has spawned skepticism.
To quell lurking fears of COVID-19 vaccinations, Turner claimed,
“But several have worked diligently to eradicate problems… Efforts
are made to cater to concerns of the black populace.”
Turner then expressed to listeners: “Your concerns are our concerns.
You all want to hear from trusted sources to be able to know that the
information you’re getting, the vaccines that we’re talking about [are]
going to be worth taking the risk.”
Dobbs responded: “The risk of the vaccine is minimal and the risk
of COVID is substantial. So we need to not only do it for ourselves but
do it for our families and our communities.”
The number of COVID-19 illnesses and deaths hinges on Mississippians’ conduct during the Christmas season, particularly since cases
have spiked in the state.
Dobbs warned that all Mississippians are responsible for limiting
the spread of the disease. They are in the high risk category if they fail
to wash their hands, fail to use hand sanitizers, fail to social distance
and fail to wear face masks or coverings (especially indoors). He then
asserted that people run a risk if they share meals because “the holiday
table brings with it a silent super spreader.”
The State Health Officer explained that most people are unaware
that they have COVID-19 when they spread it. But the body “teaches
itself how to recognize the virus…One person gets it and infects somebody else,” said Dobbs.

Payton

Hudson

Limiting the presence of others is crucial to limiting the spread of
COVID-19. Thus, Dobbs suggested that unless for “urgent” or “essential” means, travel (including restaurants, airports, weddings, funerals,
sporting events and in-person church services) should be avoided.
Dobbs added that once a person is infected, it takes time to fight off
germs.
Healthcare personnel, nursing home workers and occupants, older
adults and persons irrespective of age with underlying health conditions are to get vaccinated during the first phase. Essential workers
would be next, followed by the remaining populace. In approximately
21 days a second dose is essential.
According to Dobbs, persons with type 1 and type 2 diabetes and
asthma should be vaccinated. Expectant mothers and other persons
with health concerns should seek guidance from their physicians.
JSU President Thomas Hudson encouraged everyone to get vaccinated and said he planned to get vaccinated publicly.
“Thanks Dr. Dobbs. We are in the forefront of this conversation.
Don’t count us out,” said Alisa Mosley, interim provost and vice president for Academic Affairs.
Mosley spoke favorably of Dr. Dobbs’ work, proclaimed that JSU
was “a partner in the fight against the coronavirus” and appealed to the
participants to “listen to the science.”
JSU anticipates conducting a second session of COVID-19 in January 2021.
Presiding officer for the event was Marinelle Payton, MD & PhD,
founding chair of Public Health at JSU.
For further insight into COVID-19, visit https://www.fda.gov; Mississippi Coronavirus Hotline – 877-978-6453.

Relief
Continued from page 1

George McClendon, a member of the American
Mathematical Society.
“The stimulus is politicians destroying the
economy with garbage policies while they flout
the rules and party then offering to extract nearly
1 trillion dollars from working-class people, give
them back $600 each and give the overwhelming
majority to big businesses,” Tim Pool, a filmmaker, musician, and journalist, wrote on Twitter.
Republican and Democratic negotiators reached
a new $900 billion stimulus deal on Sunday, December 20.
The $900 billion package is far lighter than
the more than $2 trillion CARES Act, which was
signed into law earlier this year and provided di-

rect payments of $1,200 for individuals who made
$75,000 or less and $2,400 for couples who earned
$150,000 or less.
The CARES Act also provides an additional
$600 per dependent child.
The latest bill contains direct payments of $600
per adult and $600 per dependent child. Though
lawmakers still have not finalized the language,
it’s believed those payments would be based on
the same provisions of the CARES Act.
The bill also provides $300 of weekly enhancement in unemployment benefits – down from $600
in the CARES Act.
It reopens the small business loan program, provides aid for schools and childcare, extends evic-

tion protection and offers nutrition assistance aid.
The Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) will be
extended with another $284 billion of forgivable
loans.
Reportedly, some of the funding will be set
aside for small businesses through lenders such as
Minority Depository Institutions, following criticisms that the first round of PPP loans overlooked
many minority – and women-owned businesses.
According to a bill summary, the PPP program
will also expand eligibility for nonprofits and local
newspapers, TV and radio broadcasters.
Another $20 billion in Economic Injury Disaster Loans will be set aside for businesses in lowincome communities.

In comparison, $15 billion will be directed toward live venues, independent movie theaters, and
cultural institutions.
“The stimulus package is inadequate, but a necessary compromise. It just underscores the importance of [the Georgia Senate race] to get another
package in early 2021,” former Democratic Minnesota Sen. Al Franken noted on his podcast.
The $600 stimulus check, which the new bill
provides for U.S. residents, is a one-time payout.
The $600 stimulus,” Opinion writer Ed Neller
tweeted. “Did you know that a first-term congressman earns $174,000? That means they earn over
$3,000 per week. And they decided $600 is sufficient to live on for months. See the problem here?
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Vicksburg casinos affected
by COVID-19 Pandemic
By Aaron Terrett
Student Intern
On March 16, the Mississippi Gaming Commission
ordered all casinos in Mississippi to close as the COVID-19
virus was steadily and rapidly
spreading. This led to a halt
in business affairs for every
week that the casinos remained
closed. Two months later, on
May 21, the casinos were allowed to reopen under strict,
and enforced social distancing
guidelines. Some casinos found
it harder to get back into the
groove and experienced difﬁculties getting things back on
track.
Upon reopening, Ameristar
Casino in Vicksburg introduced their social distancing
guidelines which included:
limiting capacity on the gaming ﬂoor to no more than 50%
capacity, live entertainment
being suspended, the valet being closed, and masks being
required. According to gamers
who frequent Ameristar, they
believe that Ameristar took the
necessary steps to keep their
gamers and their employees
safe.

Ameristar Casino – Vicksburg, MS
However, with the new restrictions slowing business
at the casino, Ameristar was
forced to lay some employees
off in order to stay within the
guidelines.
In August, Ameristar laid
off 150 employees as a result
of circumstances created by
COVID-19. The layoffs came
months after business halted,
then resumed at a much slower
pace than before. According to
a letter penned by Ameristar
General Manager, Gerad Hardy, “The impact on our business

Waterview Casino – Vicksburg, MS
was not reasonably foreseeable
until now. We simply could not
foresee that the initial closures
of our properties that were issued by one or two states for
a limited period of time ultimately spread throughout all
the states in which we operate
and eventually be extended, interrupting almost all business
and travel temporarily. These
signiﬁcant drags on our business will likely continue for the
foreseeable future.”
The Waterview Casino is
another in Vicksburg that was

forced to close its doors in
March. After reopening, Waterview began screening for COVID-19 symptoms at the door and
requiring masks. Along with
these precautions, they closed
every other gaming machine to
ensure that they adhere to the
social distancing guidelines.
The additional measures may
seem commonplace in today’s
world, but these measures ensure that another closure is far
from imminent.
With the recent news of a
vaccine making its way around

the country, restrictions in the
Casino business may soon be
a thing of the past. However,
some in the industry seem
to believe that the changes
brought upon gambling by the
COVID-19 restrictions are here
to stay.
Derek Sola, casino designer,
has suggested that future casino designs will likely include a
way to merge physical gaming
with mobile gaming by introducing ‘gaming lounges.’ Ideas
like these were whispers before
the pandemic, but with the ef-
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fects of the pandemic spreading
the ideas are quickly becoming
a strong possibility.
As of now, the lasting effects of COVID-19 on casinos
is unknown. It remains a mystery whether or not casinos
will adapt the social distancing guidelines long-term. In
the meantime, the effects of
the virus are still being felt
across the state. Some casinos
were fortunate enough to get
away unscathed; for others, the
pieces are still being put back
together.
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State auditor reveals
misappropriation of
public funds
in Holmes County
School District
By Edelia Dr. Jay Carthan
Contributing Writer
State Auditor Shad White
says students and taxpayers
footed the bill for a $4,200
BYOB party, overpaid the
superintendent by $20,000,
and found 22 unapproved
credit card purchases totaling
$12,338 according to a recent
report.
According to a report released this month by the Mississippi Ofﬁce of the State
Auditor, White revealed that
Holmes County Consolidated
School District paid Dr. James
L. Henderson, who is no longer with the district, $170,000
salary in ﬁscal years 2019 and
2020 although the school board
voted to pay him $160,000 salary. In addition, the district
paid the former superintendent
$9,000 for relocation expenses
in excess of the amount allowed by state law. Henderson
resigned to take another job in
Illinois in July.
The district wrote in their
response that the superintendent’s contract provided for
a salary of $170,000, and that
“an agency may pay moving
expenses as long as the original contract of employment
included those expenses as
part of the compensation package.” White is recommending
Henderson repay the district
$20,000 within thirty days.
“This audit reveals widespread problems. The public
school students of Holmes
County and the taxpayers are
the victims here. As a product
of public schools myself, my
ofﬁce remains committed to
uncovering and stopping this
sort of misspending,” White
wrote in a press release from
the state auditor’s ofﬁce.
White said the district hosted an event unrelated to academic purposes. The district
paid over $4,200 for an “adults
only” BYOB party to celebrate
the passage of a bond issue.
The $18.4 million bond issue
was to rebuild three schools
and implement necessary infrastructure repairs. The referendum was ultimately rejected
by voters during the election
November 5, 2019.
The party was held November 2 before the election.
Henderson said it was a getout-the-vote celebration, and a
community engagement movie
night for students and parents.
This expenditure was listed on
the claims docket as a “parent celebration.” Upon further
review, it was uncovered the
event was coordinated to celebrate the passing of a school
bond. According to the event
ﬂyer, it was for, “Celebrating
Passage of the 2019 School
Bond Referendum.
Cardell Wright, president
of the Mississippi Freedom
Democratic Party, Holmes
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NFL honors Mississippi
man freed after 22
years in prison
By Emily Wagster Pettus
Associated Press

Henderson
County Chapter said, “Issues
within the Holmes County
School District have been ongoing for years and so often
those issues have been overlooked and swept away. Seeing the released audit report
was not a surprise because
it seems as if the citizens are
used to this kind of corruption.
No one is without blame. From
the school board to the former
superintendent, all of them are
complicit in this appalling act
of misconduct and misappropriation of funds. Something
must be done.”
Auditors also identiﬁed
payments made to companies
owned by Henderson’s relatives for $14,000 which is being
forwarded to the Mississippi
Ethics Commission. Auditors
discovered there were purchases made to his sister’s catering
business totaling $8,000, and
$6,000 to his brother-in-law’s
charter bus services.
The audit revealed that a
credit card was used without
school board authorization
for 22 purchases worth over
$12,000 which is being forwarded to the Auditor’s Investigations Division.
Citizens reacted to the report on Facebook. Some of the
comments said the board needs
to be held accountable while
others said the board need to
be replaced altogether.
Former Tchula city alderman
and community advocate, Shella Head, wrote, “Some people
are so focused on thinking that
I am making the district look
bad that they have completely
overlooked the fact that our
school has been labeled with a
F rating for the past few years.
This is a reﬂection of the lack
of leadership at the top, not the
teachers and staff.”
Some of the other ﬁ ndings in
the 24 page report were: four
different bank accounts were
not properly showing a difference of $8,251,011; 30 travel
reimbursements lacked proper
documentation, approval or
signatures; failed to submit
monthly ﬁ nancial reports in a
timely manner; and many more
misappropriation of public
school funds.

The NFL says it is honoring
Curtis Flowers, a black man
from Mississippi who was imprisoned more than 22 years
and was freed in late 2019,
months after the U.S. Supreme
Court threw out the last of his
several convictions in a quadruple murder case.
The NFL says players are
wearing helmet decals this season “to honor victims of systemic racism, victims of police
misconduct and social justice
heroes.’’
The league said Wednesday on Twitter that Flowers is
among those being recognized.
“I am so blessed, humbled,
and thankful that the NFL and
Roc Nation chose to include me
to be honored in today’s movement for social change and justice,” Flowers, who has maintained that he was wrongly
convicted, said in a statement
in the NFL tweet.
Roc Nation is an entertainment company founded by JayZ. Its philanthropic arm, Team
Roc, has been working on social justice issues, including
pushing for better living conditions for inmates in Mississippi
prisons.
“I am a life-long lover of the
NFL and the work this organization does in our society,’’
Flowers said. “Thanks to my
Lord, Jesus Christ, my family,
friends, supporters, my dream

Flowers
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legal team for this opportunity.
I continually think about all of
the men and women who are
still unjustly incarcerated.”
Mississippi Attorney General Lynn Fitch said in September
that she would not try Flowers
a seventh time in the 1996 slayings and a robbery that took
place at a furniture store in Winona, Mississippi. He had been
in custody since 1997.
Flowers was convicted four
times: twice for individual
slayings and twice for all four
killings. Two other trials involving all four deaths ended
in mistrials. Each of Flowers’
convictions was overturned.

In June 2019, the U.S. Supreme Court tossed out the
conviction and death sentence
from Flowers’ sixth trial, which
took place in 2010. Justices said
prosecutors showed an unconstitutional pattern of excluding
black jurors from Flowers’ trials.
The Supreme Court ruling
came after American Public
Media’s “In the Dark’’ investigated the case. The podcast
recorded jailhouse informant
Odell Hallmon in 2017 and
2018 recanting his testimony
that Flowers had confessed to
him.
The ﬁrst six trials were pros-

ecuted by the local district attorney. Flowers was still facing the 1997 indictments in
December 2019 when a judge
agreed to release him on bond.
The district attorney handed
the case to the attorney general,
and her staff spent months reviewing it before deciding not
to go forward because of a lack
of credible witnesses.
The four people shot to death
on July 16, 1996, in Tardy Furniture were store owner Bertha
Tardy, 59, and three employees:
45-year-old Carmen Rigby,
42-year-old Robert Golden and
16-year-old Derrick “Bobo’’
Stewart.

Analysis: Mississippi
early voting needs
veto-proof support
By Emily Wagster Pettus
Associated Press
Mississippi
Gov.
Tate
Reeves is making clear, even
before the start of the 2021
legislative session, that he opposes any big changes in the
way the state conducts elections.
About 1.3 million Mississippi residents voted in the 2020
presidential race, and the vast
majority cast their ballots on
Election Day.
Republican Secretary of
State Michael Watson said
the state issued about 248,000
absentee ballots. Some people
voted absentee by mail, and
some cast absentee ballots
in-person at circuit clerk’s ofﬁces. Watson said absentee
voting in 2020 was roughly
double what it was during the
2016 presidential election.
In many places around Mississippi, people stood in long
lines outside and inside precincts. The Republican governor said that he and his wife,
Elee, stood in line more than
an hour at a precinct near the
Governor’s Mansion in downtown Jackson – and he said he

was OK with that.
“I believe in the institution
of Election Day, and I have
said that from the beginning,”
Reeves told reporters Dec. 14
at the Capitol, adding that he
opposes expansion of mail-in
voting.
Many states allow people to
cast a ballot days or weeks in
advance, at their convenience.
That list includes Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennessee
and Georgia. Efforts to enact
early voting in Mississippi
have hit a wall, so far.
With Reeves staking out his
preference for the tradition of
Election Day, singular, rather
than Election Days, plural,
any change would have to be
made by a veto-proof margin
with more than two-thirds
support in the state House and
Senate. Republicans control
both chambers. For enough of
them to go against the governor’s wishes, they would need
strong support from people
back home. Republican lawmakers also would have to
be convinced that early voting would help Republicans
at least as much, if not more,

than it would help Democrats.
According to the National
Conference of State Legislatures, Mississippi is one of the
16 states that require people to
have an excuse to cast an absentee ballot. In Mississippi,
being out of town on Election
Day because of work or school
is an acceptable excuse. Wanting to avoid standing in line
near other people during a
pandemic is not.
Mississippi also allows absentee voting by anyone 65 or
older or by anyone who has
a permanent or temporary
physical disability. Legislators
made a temporary revision
that expires at the end of 2020,
allowing absentee voting by
any person under a physicianimposed quarantine because
of COVID-19 or by any person
caring for a dependent who
was under such a quarantine.
Mississippi cities have elections for mayor and other ofﬁcials in 2021, with party
primaries in April and the general election in June. As the
pandemic continues, it’s unclear whether legislators will
consider extending the absen-

tee voting provisions tied to
COVID-19 quarantine.
Democratic state Sen. David Blount of Jackson has ﬁled
bills for a number of years to
create no-excuse early voting
in Mississippi. He said he will
do so again in 2021 because he
believes legislators should do
all they can to make it easier
for people to vote in a secure
manner.
“Most states already have
it, most people want it and it’s
completely secure,’’ Blount
told The Associated Press last
week. “You have to walk in
the courthouse past the sheriff’s deputy, you work with
a trained circuit clerk’s staff
person and you show your ID.’’
Blount said such a system
would have “zero potential for
fraud.’’ As for needing a vetoproof margin, Blount said he
hopes most legislators would
see early voting is what their
constituents want.
“Do we want more people
to vote, or not? Do we want
shorter lines on Election Day,
or not?’’ Blount said. “Early
voting helps with both of those
questions.’’
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Smoking and drinking The A, B and C’s
of hepatitis
and COVID-19
By Vince Faust
Tips to Be Fit

By Vince Faust
Tips to Be Fit
Having a glass of wine or a cigar might seem like a good way
to cope with the stress of the COVID-19 pandemic. But for some
people, too much alcohol or use
of tobacco products is making the
ongoing health crisis worse. Alcohol and smoking use has increased
during the COVID-19 pandemic
according to a study published in
JAMA. Smoking and drinking is a
way for some people to cope with
stress. This pandemic has been
very stressful. With round the
clock coverage online, TV, radio
and conversation there is no relief
from the exposure to COVID-19
stressful information.
Alcohol abuse and alcoholism
cuts across gender, race and nationality. 14 million people in the
United States or 1 in every 13
adults abuse alcohol or are alcoholic. More men than women are
alcohol dependent or have alcohol
problems. Alcohol problems are
highest among young adults ages
18-29 and lowest among adults
ages 65 and older.
In the United States 1 in 4 people smoke. According to the Surgeon General’s Report “Nearly
40 percent of American Indian
and Alaska Native adults smoke
cigarettes, compared with 25 percent of adults in the overall U.S.
population. They are more likely
than any other racial/ethnic minority group to smoke tobacco or
use smokeless tobacco. ”The Surgeon General’s Report also stated, ”Smoking is associated with
depression, psychological stress
and environmental factors such
as peers who smoke and tobacco
marketing practices.”
Early April, 16% of all adults
said they were drinking more
during the pandemic, with higher
rates among younger adults. One
in 4 Millennials and nearly 1 in
5 Gen Xers said they had upped
their alcohol intake.
We know that COVID-19 has increased depression, anxiety, loneliness and physical isolation. All
of these issues will help increase
both smoking and drinking.
The following steps may be
helpful in getting a handle on an
increased drinking and smoking:
Get professional help. You can
do it yourself but 90% of the people that try don’t succeed. There
are a lot of groups that can help.
According to the American Cancer Society each year millions of
Americans attempt to stop smoking and need advice and counseling that may improve their likelihood of success. Get information
in advance about treatment options in your community. With the
help of a health care professional,
some families join with other relatives and friends to confront an alcoholic as a group. This approach

should only be tried under the
guidance of a health care professional that is experienced in this
kind of group intervention. If the
person is willing to get help, call
immediately for an appointment
with a treatment counselor.
Practice
relaxation
techniques. Coping with a craving to
smoke or use tobacco can be very
stressful. In the past, smoking
may have been your way to deal
with stress. Take the edge off your
stress by practicing relaxation
techniques. These include deepbreathing exercises, muscle relaxation, yoga, visualization, hypnosis and massage.
Stop all “cover ups.” Family
members often make excuses to
others or try to protect the alcoholic from the results of his or her
drinking. It is important to stop
covering for the alcoholic so that
he or she experiences the full consequences of drinking.
Time your intervention. The
best time to talk to the drinker is
shortly after an alcohol-related
problem has occurred – like a serious family argument or an accident. Choose a time when he or
she is sober, both of you are fairly
calm, and you have a chance to
talk in private.
Be speciﬁc. Tell the family
member that you are worried about
his or her drinking. Use examples
of the ways in which the drinking
has caused problems, including
the most recent incident.
State the results. Explain to
the drinker what you will do if he
or she doesn’t go for help – not to
punish the drinker, but to protect
yourself from his or her problems.
What you say may range from refusing to go with the person to any
social activity where alcohol will
be served, to moving out of the
house. Do not make any threats
you are not prepared to carry out.
Call on a friend. If the family
member still refuses to get help,
ask a friend to talk with him or
her using the steps just described.
A friend who is a recovering alcoholic may be particularly persuasive, but any person who is caring
and nonjudgmental may help. The
intervention of more than one per-

son, more than one time, is often
necessary to coax an alcoholic to
seek help.
Chew on it. Give your mouth
something to do other than smoking. Chew on sugarless gum or
hard candy. Munch on something
crunchy and satisfying like raw
carrots, celery nuts or sunﬂower
seeds.
Get support. It is important to
remember that you are not alone.
Support groups offered in most
communities include Al-Anon,
which holds regular meetings
for spouses and other signiﬁcant
adults in an alcoholic’s life, and
Alateen, which is geared to children of alcoholics. These groups
help family members understand
that they are not responsible for an
alcoholic’s drinking and that they
need to take steps to take care of
themselves, regardless of whether the alcoholic family member
chooses to get help.
Go online. Join an online stopsmoking program. Or read a quitter’s blog and post encouraging
thoughts for someone else who
might be struggling with cravings.
Learn from how others have handled their tobacco cravings.
Get physical. Physical activity
can help distract you from tobacco
cravings and reduce the intensity
of cravings. Just 30 minutes of
moderate physical activity can
make a craving go away. Get out
for a walk or jog. If you’re stuck
at home or the ofﬁce, try squats,
deep knee bends, push-ups, running in place, or walking up and
down a set of stairs a few times.
If physical activity doesn’t interest you, try prayer, needlework,
woodwork or journaling. Or do
chores for distraction, such as vacuuming or ﬁling paperwork.
Remember the beneﬁts of
quitting. Write down or say out
loud the reasons you want to stop
smoking and resist cravings. These
might include feeling better, getting healthier, sparing your loved
ones from secondhand smoke or
saving money. And if you’re a
closet smoker, you may save hours
of time since you no longer have
to spend time trying to creatively
conceal your habit.

One in every 30 baby boomers has been
infected with a hepatitis virus, which puts
them at a higher risk for liver cancer, liver
cirrhosis and liver transplants. Hepatitis
is an inﬂammatory condition of the liver.
It’s commonly caused by a viral infection.
There are other possible causes of hepatitis, which include autoimmune hepatitis,
hepatitis that occurs as a secondary result of
medications, drugs, toxins and alcohol. Viral hepatitis, including hepatitis A, hepatitis
B and hepatitis C, affect your liver. Each of
these viruses has different hepatitis symptoms and treatments.
Hepatitis A (HAV) is a virus that causes
an acute inﬂammation of the liver (hepatitis)
in most cases gets better on its own. HAV
can be more serious for older people. HAV
is transmitted through close person-to-person contact with an infected person, sexual
contact with an infected person and the ingestion of contaminated food or water. It
can infect many people at once. An infected
food handler at a restaurant can infect everyone who ate at the restaurant. The CDC
estimated there will be over 25,000 new
HAV infections in 2020. There is a vaccine
for HAV but no medication available at this
time for treatment. HAV is best addressed
through supportive treatment. HAV vaccine is usually given in 2 doses given 6-18
months apart depending on manufacturer.
Combination HAC-HBC vaccine is given
typically in 3 doses over a 6-month period.
Hepatitis B virus (HBV) can be both
acute (short-term illness) and a chronic (ongoing illness). HBV is transmitted primarily through birth by an infected mother,
sexual contact with an infected person,
sharing contaminated needles, syringes, or
other injection-drug equipment. HBV is less
commonly through needle-sticks or other
sharp instrument injuries, organ transplantation and dialysis and interpersonal contact through sharing items such as razors or
toothbrushes or contact with open sores of
an infected person.
Chronic infection develops in 90% of infants after acute infection at birth, 25%-50%
of children newly infected at ages 1-5 years
and 5% of people newly infected as adults.
HBV is very common in Asia and Africa. The CDC estimated there will be over
22,000 new HBV infections in 2020. It’s
also estimated there are over 800,000 people living with chronic HBV infection. All
pregnant women should be tested for HBV
during an early prenatal visit. People born or
have parents born in regions with intermediate and high HBV rates should be tested.
There is a vaccine for HBV but no medication available at this time for treatment.
HBV is best addressed through supportive
treatment. A person with HBV should be
monitored regularly for signs of liver disease progression. HBV vaccine for infants
and children is usually 3-4 doses given over
a 6 to 18-month period depending on vaccine type and schedule. For adults the HBV
vaccine is 2 doses, 1 month apart or 3 doses
over a 6-month period (depending on manufacturer).
Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is almost always
chronic and spreads only by blood. Hepatitis HAV and HBV can be prevented by vaccine. There is no vaccine for HCV. HCV is
transmitted primarily through sharing contaminated needles, syringes, or other equip-
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ment to inject drugs. HCV is less commonly
transmitted through birth by an infected
mother, sexual contact with an infected person, unregulated tattooing and needle-sticks
or other sharp instrument injuries. Chronic
infection develops in over 50% of newly infected people. The CDC estimated there will
be over 50,000 new HCV infections in 2020
It’s also estimated there are over 2.4 million
people living with HCV. All adults age 18
and older should get tested for HCV at least
once. All pregnant women should get tested
during each pregnancy. People who currently inject drugs and share needles, syringes
or other drug preparation equipment should
get tested periodically. 90% of people with
hepatitis C can be cured regardless of HCV
genotype within 8–12 weeks of oral therapy.
The symptoms for all hepatitis infections
can include yellowing of the skin, yellowing
of your eyes, nausea, fever, loss of appetite,
joint pain, clay colored stool, vomiting, dark
urine and fatigue. Chronic hepatitis may
have no symptoms and may last for many
years. This can lead to cirrhosis of the liver.
This can cause your liver to become heavily
scarred and less functional.
The liver is the largest internal organ of
the body and is located on the right side
of the abdomen, beneath your diaphragm
and is protected by the lower right ribs. It
is about the size of a football. The liver is
divided into two sections and needs a good
blood supply. This blood comes from two
sources, the portal vein which delivers blood
from the gastrointestinal tract (stomach, intestine, colon) and spleen, and the hepatic
artery supplies blood from the heart.
The liver has over 500 functions. It makes
many of the chemicals required by the body
to function normally, it breaks down and detoxiﬁes substances in the body, and it also
acts as a storage unit. Hepatocytes found in
the liver are responsible for making many
of the proteins in the body that are required
for many functions, including blood clotting
factors, and albumin, required to maintain
ﬂuid within the circulation system. The
liver is also responsible for manufacturing
cholesterol and triglycerides. The liver is responsible for turning glucose into glycogen
that can be stored both in the liver and in
the muscle cells for energy. The liver also
makes bile that helps with food digestion.
The liver plays an important role in detoxifying the body. It converts ammonia, a byproduct of metabolism in the body, into urea
that is excreted in the urine by the kidneys.
The liver also breaks down medications and
drugs, including alcohol, and is responsible
for breaking down insulin and other hormones in the body. The liver also stores vitamins and chemicals that the body requires
as building blocks.
To prevent getting infected with a viral
hepatitis:
Get vaccinated.
Avoid interpersonal contact with someone with viral hepatitis.
Wash hands after going to the toilet and
before eating.
Practice safer sex.
Don’t share ﬁts or other equipment when
injecting drugs.
Avoid blood-to-blood contact.
Avoid backyard tattooists and piercers.
Only use shops that follow proper sterile
procedures.
Avoid needle stick injuries.
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Happy New Year:
The Word of God
Top Priority!

By Pastor Simeon R. Green III
Special to The Mississippi Link
Psalm
119
shows us that
the Word of God
should have top
priority in our
lives. Since the
Book of Psalms
is the longest book in the Bible, it shows us the priority of
praise and worship to God.
Because the Bible is God’s
authoritative, reliable and
powerful Word, we should
make it top priority in our
lives. When God speaks, He
does not mumble. The Bible is
God’s reliable Word. You can
trust God’s Word. It doesn’t
change with the times.
One of the amazing things
about the Bible is that it speaks
with practical relevance to every culture in every period of
History.

Satan is always trying to
undermine the credibility of
God’s Word. If he cannot do it
by attacking the inerrancy of
Scripture, he does it by subtly
eroding belief in the sufﬁciency of Scripture.
The Bible is God’s powerful
Word. Down through the centuries, the Bible has had lifetransforming effects in the
lives of countless people from
every conceivable walk of life.
The Word brings us into a living relationship with the Living God. We do not study the
Bible to become scholars. Nor
do we study it simply to learn
and follow its moral precepts,
although we should do it. We
study the Bible to seek God,
Himself.
The Word of God brings us
into spiritual life and sustains
us in that life when our hearts
grow cold. Since God is the

Author of Life itself, His Word
has life-giving power, both to
bring the spiritually dead person to life and to renew the
believer.
If you know Christ as your
Savior, but are going through a
difﬁcult or dry time, seek God
through His Word. God will
use it to revive you. If you do
not yet know Christ, read the
Word and ask God to reveal
Himself to you. He will and
you will be born again to a living hope. There is life-giving
power in the Word because it
brings a person into a living
relationship with the Living
God.
The Word gives us stability
in trials, and the Word give us
direction in life. We all make
hundreds of decisions that determine the outcome of our
lives. Some are minor, some
are major; but they all are

clump together to shape our
lives. In the complex world in
which we live, we desperately
need God’s wisdom for making sound decisions.
The Word gives us joy and
delight. Wherever the Word
of God has gone, no matter
how pagan the culture, it has
transformed lives. The Word
of God is authoritative; it is
reliable, and it is powerful to
change the hearts of sinners
into saints. The Bible deserves
top priority in our live.
We must learn God’s Word,
we must obey God’s Word,
and we must love God’s Word.
Happy New Year!
Rev. Simeon R. Green III is
pastor of Joynes Road Church
of God, 31 Joynes Road,
Hampton VA 23669. He is a
member of the National Association of Evangelism Church
of God, Anderson, Ind.
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Perfectly
Yielded in 2021
By Shewanda Riley
Columnist
I’ll
exercise
(more). I’ll stop
doing ______.
I’ll get (more) organized. Sound
familiar? At least
for me, these are
all the usual New
Year’s resolutions that I’ve made
in the past. However, a few years
ago, I decided that even after
getting plenty of practical and
impractical tips, it was hard to
maintain some of those changes
for more than a few months. And
considering all of the chaos of
2020, it seems like the tradition
of making New Year’s resolutions
for 2021 might not be enough to
change things for the better.
New Year’s resolutions are
connected to the ancient tradition
of year ending bonﬁres meant
to chase away the demons of the
past. Part of the reason why the
rituals were so elaborate is that
the unstated assumption was
that you would need to perform
the same ones next year because
those old habits would have returned. Making the same New
Year’s Resolutions every year
is the modern-day equivalent of
those yearly bonﬁres.
Making a resolution won’t
change your behavior. However,
making better choices is one way
that will change your behavior.
And, as we have seen this past
year with the Covid-19 pandemic,
we may make progress in one
area of our lives but lose ground
in another.
How do you maintain or regain
what seems to be lost ground?
For starters, stay focused on the
right thing. All too often when we
decide to completely change our
lives, it’s because of what someone said that may have wounded
us. We then get frustrated when

we don’t see the changes fast
enough to get the attention of
those same people (whose opinions really shouldn’t have that
much control over our lives).
Maybe it’s a weakness in human
nature, but we become in some
cases obsessed with what and
who others say we are or are not.
Or even worse, we speak equally
destructive words to ourselves.
Instead of repeating what others say we are or are not, we
should spend more time saying
yes to God and who he says we
are. But so many of us can’t hear
who God says we are because we
are too busy telling him who we
aren’t and what we can’t do.
One interesting deﬁnition for
the word resolution is answer.
The question is who or what are
you answering in 2021 with your
New Year’s resolutions? There
should be only one answer to God
as you begin every new year: Yes.
“Submit to God and be at peace
with him; in this way prosperity
will come to you,” comes from
Job 22:21.
YES means that we agree with
who God says we are. But it also
means that we are yielded, expectant and submitted. Yielded
to his direction, Expecting his
presence and Submitted to his
purpose. It’s not about being
perfect; it’s about being yielded.
Don’t make changes to be perfect.
Make changes so that you can be
perfectly yielded.
God’s Blessings, Peace and
Success to you in 2021!
Shewanda Riley is a Fort
Worth, Texas based author of
“Love Hangover: Moving from
Pain to Purpose After a Relationship Ends” and “Writing to the
Beat of God’s Heart: A Book of
Prayers for Writers.” Email preservedbypurpose@gmail.com or
follow her on Twitter @shewanda.
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Americans need the
stimulus package,
and it is not here yet

By James B. Ewers Jr.
President Emeritus
Teen Mentoring Committee of Ohio
The American
people have been
in an economic
slump for several
months.
Stores
have lost revenue
and workers have
been displaced or had to accept
reduced hours.
Clearly,
COVID-19
has
caused immeasurable harm to
our way of living.
Basic necessities like food,
clothing and shelter are in short
supply. Communities are in crisis because we cannot get what
we so desperately need. Terms
like food insecurity have become a part of our lexicons.
We are down and need a hand
to help us. That hand is the federal government.
Some months ago we, the people, received stimulus checks of
$1200 and unemployment beneﬁts. Businesses were able to
hang on and pay their employees. Now those funds have run
out. They are gone.

During the recent weeks,
Congress has been feuding over
another stimulus package. These
talks have been spirited and full
of vitriol. They have essentially
gone nowhere. A lot of talk but
no real action.
Just days ago, however, they
did agree on a $900 billion
stimulus package. Included in
this package would be a $600
check for each American who
earned up to $75,000 in 2019 or
$1200 for couples ﬁling jointly
who made up to $150,000. The
president was expected to sign
this bill into law. It would have
provided some welcomed relief from this economic pothole
America ﬁnds itself.
Instead, as is the custom and
practice of Mr. T, he is holding
the United States of America
hostage. Reports are that the bill
was ﬂown down to the “Southern White House,” Mar-A-Lago,
Florida.
While Americans are teetering on collapse, he is playing
golf.
This is despicable and repulsive. He is in the lap of luxury

while we languish in near economic poverty. Now, if you voted for Trump four years ago or
four weeks ago, is he still your
hero? Do you still want to crown
him the king?
Nancy Pelosi said, “On Monday, I will bring the House back
to session where we will hold a
recorded vote on a stand-alone
bill to increase economic impact payments to $2000. To vote
against this bill is to deny the
ﬁnancial hardship that families
face and to deny them the relief
they need.”
Well, the House of Representatives will pass it and the Senate will reject it. Unfortunately,
that refrain has been the case for
many years now. As a result, we
are at a standstill.
Common ground has been
hard to reach. This crossroads
of indifference has stiﬂed us and
made us stumble along with no
direction. We are ships passing
in the night with no port of call.
So here we are with a president whose meanness knows no
limits.
In my opinion, there are three

scenarios that are on the table.
First, he will sign it in the next
few days. This will be the best
of what could happen. Second,
there will be some package
that will be agreed upon by the
House and Senate. Third, he
will not sign it and America will
be in a free fall.
While dangerous, I would not
put it pass him because he believes in mass misery.
Bring on Biden and Harris.
The optics for hope are much
better with them. We will have
a chance with them. We had no
chance with him.
Looking forward, the vaccine
will keep us healthy and well.
Our families will be re-united.
Bless our brothers and sisters
who passed away in 2020. The
economy will rebound, and our
citizens will return to work. An
American shoutout to our ﬁrst
responders and to our military.
It is with hope and optimism
that I look forward to 2021.
Breaking News. The president signed the stimulus package Sunday evening, December
27, 2020.

Pandemic relief and
the Georgia elections
By Ben Jealous
People For the American Way
Fair warning:
this isn’t a traditional Christmas-week column.
If we think
of clarity as a
kind of gift, though, we can be
grateful that the effort to pass a
much-needed COVID-19 relief
bill in the waning days of this
Congress makes one thing crystal clear: hurting families and
small businesses will be abandoned if Republicans keep control of the U.S. Senate by winning Georgia’s January 5 runoff
elections.
There is some good news. The
$900 billion package includes
emergency relief for renters,
families, small businesses, and
more. That relief, that, includes
direct help to individuals, is
urgently needed. It will extend
some protections against evictions for another month. It will
give small business owners a
little more breathing space to
try to survive the pandemic.
About 12 million unemployed
people who were going to be cut
off at the end of the year will
receive $300 weekly in federal
support and an extension of the
unemployment assistance program until mid-March.
All this is necessary. But it
is a temporary ﬁx that falls far
short of addressing the pain
people are experiencing and

truly setting us on the road to
recovery.
Almost 12 million renters
will be behind on their rent by
an average of almost $6,000 at
the end of this month, according
to one study. The Census Bureau says that about 29 percent
of black families are behind on
rent. Much of the back rent has
piled up since unemployment
beneﬁts under the CARES Act
– the ﬁrst relief bill – expired
during the summer. According
to some estimates, as many as
20 million tenants – about the
population of Florida – are at
risk of eviction.
With a problem that huge,
David Dworkin, CEO of the
National Housing Conference,
told MarketWatch that the bill’s
$25 billion in rental assistance
is just a band-aid, “a practical
start for staving off the immediate threat of mass evictions
across the country.”
Because the bill falls short of
what is needed, some people are
blaming “Congress” generally.
Let’s get real. If congressional Republicans had their way,
there would have been no bill –
or a far worse one.
Republicans have been resisting a meaningful relief bill for
months. Senate Majority Leader
Mitch McConnell told President
Trump not to make a deal with
Democratic lawmakers before
the election. He tried to hold the
current bill hostage to a provision that would make it harder

to hold big companies accountable for providing unsafe workplaces. Another Republican
senator held up the bill to try to
impose restrictions on the Biden
administration’s options for encouraging economic recovery.
Look at what the Senate Republicans proposed at the beginning of December. Their
plan had no new money for federal employment and a January
31 cutoff for extensions in unemployment insurance.
The Republican plan had zero
dollars – zero –for rental assistance.
The Republican plan had zero
dollars – zero – for direct relief
to individuals and families.
The Republican plan had zero
dollars – zero – for the SNAP
nutritional assistance program
often known as food stamps.
Millions of people will get
emergency help because Democratic congressional leaders
refused to accept Republicans’
demands.
Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell is famous for using
and abusing his power to stop
legislation dead in its tracks. I
believe there is only one reason
he agreed to the compromise:
he knew that throwing millions
of Americans off unemployment and out of their homes just
before Christmas would have
encouraged Georgia voters to
make sure that Republicans
and McConnell don’t hang onto
power in the next Senate. But

Georgia voters are smarter than
that and will see through McConnell’s schemes.
President-elect Joe Biden,
Vice President-elect Kamala
Harris, and Democratic congressional leaders, know that
much more is needed to help
Americans get through the current economic crisis. They’ll
only be able to give Americans
what we need if we give them
what they need – victory in
the Georgia Senate races and a
Democratically-controlled Senate.
So, try to ﬁnd some time this
holiday season to join one of the
many efforts that are encouraging black voters in Georgia to
show up for the Senate runoff
elections the way they did in
November. It’s not very often
that voters have a chance to
shift the direction of the country
twice in just two months. Let’s
make it happen.
Ben Jealous serves as president of People For the American Way and People For the
American Way Foundation.
Jealous has decades of experience as a leader, coalition
builder, campaigner for social
justice and seasoned nonproﬁt
executive. In 2008, he was chosen as the youngest-ever president and CEO of the NAACP.
He is a graduate of Columbia
University and Oxford, where
he was a Rhodes Scholar, and
he has taught at Princeton and
the University of Pennsylvania.
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We will sit
at the
children’s table
By Oscar H. Blayton
willingly follow a fraud and
Pres. Black Chamber of Commerce
a hypocrite. And every disJoe
Biden gusting characteristic Doncontinues to as- ald Trump exhibited during
sure the world his term in ofﬁce reﬂects
that America those of a large swarth of the
is ready to take American public that supits place at the ported him with their votes.
head of the Even now, freedom-loving
table and lead the nations of Americans hold their collecthe world. But this hubristic tive breath while Republicans
assertion makes one wonder try to lock in their hateful
if the soon to be 46th presi- agenda by maintaining condent of the United States has trol of the U.S. Senate.
been dozing for the past 47
Those Republicans slavmonths.
ishly following Trump have
The people who voted made it clear that they do
Donald Trump into ofﬁce in not care about American val2016 and tried to give him a ues to which we claim to assecond term in 2020 are still pire. Nor do they care about
running amuck in the “U.S. the U.S. Constitution or the
of A.” and they are getting American people it was demore unruly by the hour. It signed to protect.
does not take a great deal of
The nations watching us
scholarly research to realize from the far shores of the Atthat very few nations would lantic and the Paciﬁc oceans
be willing to follow the lead and our neighbors to the
of the United States going north and south are keenly
forward.
aware of the weakness of
It is too easy and too sim- our character and our moral
plistic to blame Donald bankruptcy. We have squanTrump for all the ill that be- dered our good name on a
fell the global community cruel buffoon intent on bullyduring America’s delinquen- ing his way across the world
cy during the past four years. stage with a huge economy
And no one, other than the and the largest military on
smug self-satisﬁed propo- earth to back him up. We
nents of the myth of Ameri- did not denounce him soon
can exceptionalism, is buying enough when he was clearly
the argument that “this is not in the wrong. We overlooked
who we are.” For four years, his lies and his evil ways for
we have made it very clear months on end while they
that this is exactly who we were in plain view.
are as a country – “greedy,”
It is often said that you
“ruthless,” “unempathetic,” show people who you are
“uncharitable,” “hateful” and by what you do, not by what
“narcistic.” These are just a you say. No matter what Joe
few words that come to mind Biden says, the world has had
when describing the Ameri- ample opportunity to witness
can character that has been the harm America is capable
laid bare by Trumpism.
of inﬂicting on our fellow
Not only is America not man.
deserving of sitting at the
We can strut and preen in
head of the world table, it will a self-congratulatory promhave to sit at the children’s ta- enade celebrating the ousting
ble along with the other anti- of Trump, but we still will
democratic republics led by have to sit at the children’s
autocrats. And if this country table because it is clear that
tries to use bullying tactics to Trump was merely a boil
bend other nations to its will, that rose and erupted when
it will suffer the same hu- the pus of white supremacy
miliation that met the French and other evils were allowed
government when it assumed to fester beneath the skin of
it could return to Vietnam America’s body politic.
in 1945 and resume colonial
We have lanced the boil,
control after abandoning the but we now know that the
Vietnamese to the cruelties corruption that gave rise to
of the invading Japanese in Trump is still in America’s
the early days of World War bloodstream and we must
II.
work diligently to ﬁ nd the
Under Trump, America cure. Until we ﬁ nd that cure,
abandoned the rest of the we will be relegated to the
world when it came to work- children’s table.
ing to solve global warming,
Oscar H. Blayton is a forpoverty, human rights, the mer Marine Corps combat
worldwide refugee crisis and pilot and human rights activmany more problems fac- ist who practices law in Viring humanity. No one will ginia.
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Cardona nominated
by President-Elect
Biden for Education
Secretary

On Wednesday, December 23,
President-elect Joe Biden selected Connecticut Education Commissioner Miguel Cardona as his
nominee for education secretary.
Cardona’s nomination delivers
on Biden’s campaign pledge to
appoint an individual with public school experience, following
President Donald Trump’s education secretary, Betsy DeVos, who
championed private schools and
mostly turned a blinds-eye to the
plight of underserved students.
The nomination also demonstrates Biden’s intentions on
having what he’s called the most
diverse administration in U.S.
history. Cardona would be just
the nation’s second Puerto Rican
education secretary.
“In Miguel Cardona, America
will have an experienced and
dedicated public school teacher
leading the way at the Department of Education – ensuring
that every student is equipped to
thrive in the economy of the future, that every educator has the
resources they need to do their
jobs with dignity and success,
and that every school is on track
to reopen safely,” Biden said in a
statement.
“He will help us address systemic inequities, tackle the mental health crisis in our education
system, give educators a welldeserved raise, ease the burden
of education debt, and secure
high-quality, universal pre-K for
every three- and four-year-old in
the country.”
Biden called Cardona a “lifelong champion of public education.”
Cardona was appointed Con-

NNPA hosts series
of interviews on closing
education achievement gap

Thanks to the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the National Newspaper Publishers Association (NNPA) has embarked on a public
awareness program to close the public school and the higher education achievement gap. PHOTO: ISTOCKPHOTO / NNPA

Cardona PHOTO: CEA.ORG
By Stacy M. Brown
NNPA Newswire Senior
National Correspondent

www.mississippilink.com

necticut’s commissioner of education in 2019 after more than
two decades as a public school
educator.
He began his career as an elementary school teacher and later
served ten years as a school principal.
In 2013, Cardona became
the assistant superintendent for
teaching and learning.
“Given the signiﬁcant educational and economic declines impacting the nation this year, the
new secretary of education, is a
pivotal component of the overall
success of the Biden administration, and for African Americans
progress in particular,” Nicole L.
McDonald, the assistant vice provost for Student Success Strategies at the University of Houston,
wrote in an email to the Black
Press.
“Moving forward, African
Americans should expect President-elect Biden to position
education and educational attainment as part of the front-line
defense in the nation’s economic
recovery and workforce development, commitment to social justice and criminal justice reform,
and in improving the accessibility of health and human services,”
McDonald wrote.
She continued:
“Moving past what minorities
have endured under Secretary
Betsy DeVos, requires a secretary
of education with the experience,
commitments, and especially
the innovation, to be a secretary
of education for African Americans, and other minoritized and
poor people. The way to move
the needle for the United States
educationally and economically,
the way to lift all boats – is to lift
from the bottom.”

By Stacy M. Brown
NNPA Newswire Senior National Correspondent
Not only have K-12 students felt the
devastating effects of the COVID-19
pandemic, but college students also have
been forced to perform under the toughest of conditions.
For the African-American students
and others in underserved communities,
the already vast digital divide has been
further exacerbated by distant learning,
and individuals of color at all grade levels have struggled.
Thanks to the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation, the National Newspaper
Publishers Association (NNPA) has embarked on a public awareness program
to close the public school and the higher
education achievement gap.
This month, NNPA President and CEO
Benjamin F. Chavis Jr., conducted videotaped interviews with education experts,
community activists, and college students to help determine whether students
in underserved communities are having
their needs met during the pandemic.
Chavis discussed the various challenges faced by students of color and the
working class, as the pandemic continues
to grip America and place a stranglehold
on education.
“One thing I’ve noticed is kind of
a communal struggle where some of
the pick-ups are not easily solved as it
would be if we were on campus,” said
Carrington York, a Howard University
sophomore.
“There are also tech issues with the
computer. If something is broken, students can no longer go to the computer
lab that’s available on campus, and they
can’t go to a public library to use computers there,” York added.
“What we’re seeing is that we lack in
availability and accessibility in technology. It’s been a bit of a struggle.”
Peggy Brookins, the CEO of the National Board for Professional Teaching
Standards, who was appointed to President Barack Obama’s President’s Advisory Commission on Educational Excel-

lence for African Americans, noted the
deepening disparity in educating children of color.
“When we think of what has happened
with COVID, we [also] see what has happened to teachers around the country,
Brookins stated.
“We jumped in and pivoted our work
quickly to help every teacher in the country, and their need to understand the technology and to bring synchronous learning to students in a way they were not
previously afforded,” Brookins stated.
On the bright side, Brookins noted that
COVID had provided parents with a window into teaching complexity.
“It’s given parents a window into the
classroom, and it gave us a newfound appreciation of what teachers do. I think we
have to pay teachers what they’re worth,”
Brookins remarked.
Hilary O. Shelton, the Washington Bureau director and senior vice president
of Advocacy and Policy for the NAACP,
proclaimed that the pandemic has signiﬁcantly impacted Americans as a whole.
Still, African Americans comprise just
13 percent of the population but have
been affected at a much higher rate than
anyone else, he said.
Shelton noted that the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention examined
hospitalization records from 14 states
and found that Hispanic and black children are hospitalized the most with COVID.
He said the property tax system that
helps fund schools needs revamping.
“We have to ﬁx this system. It’s broken, and some communities still have a
system that, if you live in a poor neighborhood, they take money only from
your community,” Shelton remarked.
He noted further the need for more
African-American teachers.
“No one can communicate better with
our students than someone who looks
like them,” Shelton declared.
Patricia Edwards, a distinguished
professor of Language and Literacy at
Michigan State University and a member

of the Reading Hall of Fame posited that
the achievement gap is widening, and
schools and parents need to communicate better.
“I do think a lot of schools didn’t have
good connections with families before
COVID,” Edwards opined. “Now, more
than ever, they’re realizing the importance of family engagement, and they
need to make those connections.”
Edwards continued:
“People need to realize that not all
parents are the same. We don’t have the
picket fence, the two children and the
dog and cat, and the stay-at-home mom.
Some schools think that way.
“Teachers have to reformat and think
of other innovative and creative ways to
teach online. One-on-one instructions
have been complicated by COVID, and it
becomes a problem when there’s not an
adult there to guide the student.”
Otha Thornton, a past-president of the
National Parents Teachers Association
and a national education advocate, told
Chavis that he’s advising organizations
nationwide on mental issues in the African-American community.
He said there’s been an increase in
mental health problems since the pandemic began.
“It’s being aggravated because of the
challenges due to mental health,” Thornton mentioned. “Kids with special needs
are getting their needs met, and we have
a large number of kids falling behind
their grade level.”
He continued:
“The education gap is widening because these kids don’t have support within the public school. Education begins
at home, whether informal or formal. If
the child comes from a home that doesn’t
have resources, even magazines to read,
it sets back reading skills and abilities.
“Parents are working or stressed because they don’t have jobs. One of the
things I’m pushing as an advisor is to focus on mental issues because it’s my assessment that when [in-person learning]
returns, students will be behind.”

Panicker receives Organic Achievement Award
from the American Society of Agronomy
Special to The Mississippi Link
Alcorn State University
Girish Panicker, professor
and director of Conservation
Research, was recently honored
with the 2020 Organic Achievement Award from the American
Society of Agronomy (ASA)
during its international annual
meeting, held virtually November 9-13. Sponsored by the ASA
Organic Management Systems
Community, this award acknowledges leadership and accomplishments in education and
research that advance and contribute to the organic agricultural
community.
“This is one of the greatest
achievements of my career,”
said Panicker, who is thrilled to

be nationally recognized for his
contributions within the past two
decades. “I have been a member of the ASA for 37 years, and
I must say that I am honored to
have received one of the most
prestigious awards that this society offers.”
Panicker was among four
shortlisted recipients and was
carefully elected by the ASA
community through an online
poll of nominated candidates.
A majority of his research interests stem from working in organic and sustainable agriculture
systems. His past and current
studies have focused extensively
on understanding how cropping
and management practices affect erosion rates with a special

emphasis in cover-management
factor (C-factor) calculation and
residue management.
Some of his most notable
achievements include increasing
Vitamin C levels in organic blueberries for public consumption,
collaborating with U.S. Army
scientists to produce a premier
organic fertilizer, and getting
Alcorn’s organic muscadine
vineyard selected by the United
States Department of Agriculture for soil health studies.
Not only has Panicker contributed signiﬁcantly to the organic ﬁeld of research, but he has
educated and mentored students
both locally and globally, helping
them to learn organic practices
and produce organic food.

Panicker
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LEGAL
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
City of Jackson, Mississippi
48” Water Transmission Main,
Silas Brown Street to I-20
City Project No. 17B0103.901
Sealed bids will be received by the City Council of the City of Jackson, Mississippi, at
the ofﬁce of the City Clerk, City Hall, 219 South President Street, P.O. Box 17, Jackson,
Mississippi 39205 until 3:30 P.M. Local Time, on February 2, 2021, for supplying all labor
and materials (as speciﬁed) necessary for construction of the 48” Water Transmission
Main, Silas Brown Street to I-20, City Project No. 17B0103.901.
Contract time shall be 360 consecutive calendar days from the effective date shown in
the Notice to Proceed. Liquidated damages will be assessed for each consecutive calendar day the Work has not achieved Final Completion. The amount of liquidated damages per day will be $1,000.00 plus any additional costs above $1,000.00 incurred by
the Owner. These additional costs include, but are not limited to, engineering, inspection
and other construction related costs resulting from the Contractor’s failure to complete
the work on schedule.
The City of Jackson hereby notiﬁes all Bidders that it will afﬁrmatively insure that in any
contract entered into pursuant to this advertisement, minority and female business enterprises will be afforded the full opportunity to submit bids in response to this invitation
and will not be discriminated against on the grounds of race, color, or national origin in
consideration for an award. The bidders attention is further directed to Special Notice to
Bidders, included in the Equal Business Opportunity Plan which is a part of the contract
documents for this project. (Special Notice to Bidders relates to the utilization of small
business concerns (MBE’s/FBE’s) on this project.)
The City of Jackson is committed to the principal of non-discrimination in public contracting. It is the policy of the City of Jackson to promote full and equal business opportunity
for all persons doing business with the City. As a pre-condition to selection, every contractor, bidder or offeror shall submit a completed and signed Equal Business Opportunity (EBO) Plan Application with the bid submission, in accordance with the provisions
of the City of Jackson’s Equal Business Opportunity (EBO) Executive Order. Failure to
comply with the City’s Executive Order shall disqualify a contractor, bidder or offeror from
being awarded an eligible contract.
For more information on the City of Jackson’s Equal Business Opportunity Program,
please contact the Ofﬁce of Economic Development at 601-960-1856. Copies of the
EBO Executive Order, EBO Plan Application, EBO Program, the MBE/FBE Directory and
the MBE/FBE Certiﬁcation Afﬁdavit are available at 200 South President Street, Suite
223, Jackson, Mississippi.
The City of Jackson hereby notiﬁes all bidders that in compliance with Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 2000d to 2000d-4, that all bidders will
be afforded full opportunity to submit bids in response to this invitation and will not be
discriminated against on the grounds of race, color, national origin, or sex, in consideration for an award.
The City of Jackson, Mississippi (“City”) is committed to cultivating and ensuring the
quality of life of its citizens, through various programs, employment, initiatives, and assistance. The City encourages all persons, corporations, and/or entities doing business
within the City, as well as those who seek to contract with the City on various projects
and/or conduct business in the City to assist the City in achieving its goal by strongly
considering City residents for employment opportunities.
A pre-bid conference will be held on Friday, January 15, 2021 at 11:00 A.M. in the 1st
ﬂoor Andrew Jackson Conference Room of the Warren Hood Building, 200 South President Street, Jackson, MS. All potential contractors, subcontractors, and other interested
parties are encouraged to attend.
Bidders must be qualiﬁed under Mississippi Law and show current Certiﬁcate of Responsibility issued by the Mississippi State Board of Public Contractors establishing his
classiﬁcation as to the value and type of construction on which he is authorized to bid.
Bids shall be made out on the bid proposal form provided, sealed in an envelope and
plainly marked on the outside of the envelope: “Bid for 48” Water Transmission Main,
Silas Brown Street to I-20, City Project No. 17B0103.901”. Each bidder shall write his
Certiﬁcate of Responsibility Number on the outside of the sealed envelope containing
his proposal.
Bids and EBO Plans shall be submitted in triplicate (bound/stapled separately), sealed
and deposited with the City Clerk, City Hall, Jackson, Mississippi, prior to the hour and
date hereinbefore designated. No bidder may withdraw his bid within 90 days after the
actual date of the opening thereof.
Ofﬁcial Bid Documents, including the Contract Documents and Drawings can be downloaded from Central Bidding at www.centralbidding.com. Electronic Bids may be submitted at www.centralbidding.com. For any questions related to the electronic bidding
process, please call Central Bidding at 225-810-4814.
Each bidder must deposit with his bid a Bid Bond or Certiﬁed Check in an amount equal
to ﬁve percent (5%) of his bid, payable to the City of Jackson as bid security. Bidders
shall also submit a current ﬁnancial statement, if requested by the City of Jackson. The
successful bidder will be required to furnish a Payment Bond and Performance Bond
each in the amount of 100% of the contract amount.
Each bidder must submit with his bid a separate attachment stating his qualiﬁcations to
perform the work. The Statement of Qualiﬁcations shall list projects of similar size and
nature, a list of references with name and telephone number, a list of key personnel who
will perform the work, and other information supporting the bidder’s qualiﬁcations.
Awarding public contracts to non-resident Bidders will be on the same basis as the nonresident bidder’s state awards contracts to Mississippi Contractors bidding under similar
circumstances. Current state law, Mississippi General Laws of 2010, Chapter 383, section 31-3-21 of the Mississippi Code of 1972, as amended, requires a nonresident bidder
to attach to the bid a copy of the Bidder’s resident state’s current laws pertaining to such
state’s treatment of nonresident contractors. Non-resident bidders must attach to their
bid a copy of any bid preference law of the state, city, county, parish, province, nation
or political subdivision where they are domiciled. If there is no such law where they are
domiciled, all non-resident bidders shall attach a letter to their bid stating that there is
no bid preference law where they are domiciled. The bid of any non-resident bidder who
fails to attach to its bid a copy of its domicile’s bid preference law or a letter stating that
its domicile has no such bid preference law, whichever is applicable, shall be rejected
and not considered for award.
The ENGINEER is Neel-Schaffer, Inc., 125 South Congress Street, Suite 1100, Jackson,
Mississippi 39201, 601-948-3071, Fax No. 601-948-3178.
Contract Drawings, Contract Speciﬁcations, Instructions to Bidders and Bidders Proposal forms are on ﬁle and open to public inspection in the ofﬁce of the Engineering Division,
Department of Public Works, City of Jackson, Mississippi and the Ofﬁce of the City Clerk.
“Mississippi Standard Speciﬁcations for Road and Bridge Construction, [Current] Edition” as referred to herein, may be purchased from the Mississippi Department of Transportation.
Minority and women’s business enterprises are solicited to bid on this contract as prime
contractors and are encouraged to make inquiries regarding potential subcontracting
opportunities, equipment, material and/or supply needs.
The City of Jackson reserves the right to reject any and all bids.
By:

Dr. Charles Williams, PhD, PE
12-31-2020, 1-7-2021

LEGAL
Wait List/Applications
Mississippi Regional Housing Authority VI (MRHA VI) will open its Wait List for Hickman
Heights Apartment, located at 150 Angle Drive, Jackson, MS. This new development,
scheduled to open in the Summer 2021, will include 100 rent subsidized units with a mix
of 80 one-bedrooms and 20 two-bedrooms. Persons interested in applying for housing
assistance must make application during the open period, Monday, December 14, 2020
@ 8:00 am and will remain open until further notice. All applications must be made online
at: https://mrhavi.apply4housing.com/. Preference will be given to persons ages 55 and
over. Questions contact (601) 373-7040.
12-17-2020 12-24-2020, 12-31-2020, 1-7-2021,
1-14-2021, 1-21-2021, 1-28-2021, 2-4-2021

12-31-2020
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*ALERT*

ELMIRON

THE MISSISSIPPI LINK
PICK UP

*ALERT*

®

If you or someone you know was prescribed
ELMIRON® for a chronic BLADDER
condition, interstitial cystitis or painful bladder
syndrome and after long term usage suffered
serious eye problems including:
Maculopathy, vision impairment, retinal
disease or other serious optic injury requiring
medical attention; you may have a potential
claim against the drug manufacturer.
Contact:

JOHN HUNTER STEVENS
Attorney at Law, Jackson, MS

1-800-556-6770
(601) 366-1900

Jstevens91@aol.com

No fees unless we collect for you.
More information available upon request. Call us for
a free consultation.
We also handle personal injury and workers’
compensation claims.

Licensed in Mississippi & Louisiana

Crossword
3.792 x 6Puzzle

ACROSS
1. Fish hook
5. Brand of sandwich cookie
9. Exploiter
10. Heartache
11. Father
12. End
13. __ cab
15. Bind
16. TV rating
18. Inner floral leaves of flower
21. Tell a tall tale
22. Esoteric
26. Birds “thumb”
28. Scat!
29. Particle
30. Grain
31. Preparation (abbr.)
32. Hit

www.mississippilink.com

DOWN
1. Spurt
2. Continent
3. Spore plant
4. California city
5. Globe
6. What a mob does
7. Strange
8. Many times
10. Boldly
14. Petroleum retailer
17. Cowboy’s ropes
18. Holding device
19. Oil tanker
20. Utilize
23. Unfreeze
24. Small particle
25. Purchase amount
27. Chop

ELMIRON

®
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© Feature Exchange

Sudoku

The challenge is to fill every row across, every column down, and every
3x3 box with the digits 1 through 9. Each 1 through 9 digit must appear
only once in each row across, each column down, and each 3x3 box.

Classes / Training

For Sale

Miscellaneous

COMPUTER AND IT TRAINING PROGRAM! Train ONLINE to get the skills to
become a Computer and Help Desk
Professional
now!
Grants
and
Scholarships available for certain programs for qualified applicants. Call CTI
for details! 833-992-0228 (M-F 8am6pm ET)
PHARMACY TECHNICIAN TRAINING
PROGRAMS From Ultimate Medical
Academy Offer Quality Healthcare
Education to Students 100% online.Ultimate Medical Academy: 1-866-6644140

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING for one flat rate. To order your
statewide classified ad, call Mississippi
Press Services at 601-981-3060.

DONATE YOUR CAR TO CHARITY.
Receive maximum value of write off for
your taxes. Running or not! All conditions accepted. Free pickup. Call for
details. 855-400-8263

Employment

© Feature Exchange

Crossword Solution

L. E. TUCKER & SON, INC. - CDL
DRIVERS needed to run from S.E. to
West Coast. Experienced Singles and
Teams. Check out our new pay package.
Singles, 41 cents per mile for 60 day probationary period. 46 cents per mile thereafter. Teams, 50 cents per mile for 60 day
probationary period. 55 cents per mile
thereafter. Late model conventional tractors. Home weekly.
Benefits package.
Pearl,
MS.
601-939-8088.
www.tuckerandson.com

For Sale

© Feature Exchange

Sudoku Solution

© Feature Exchange

ENJOY 100% guaranteed, delivered
to-the-door Omaha Steaks! Get 4
FREE Pork Chops and 4 FREE CHICKEN
BREAST. Order the Omaha Steaks Classic
- ONLY $129.99. Call 1-855-398-5977
and use code 66762MGH or visit
www.omahasteaks.com/dinner303
GENERAC STANDBY GENERATORS.
The weather is increasingly unpredictable.
Be prepared for power outages. FREE 7year extended warranty ($695 value).
Schedule your in-home assessment today.
Call 1-844-316-8630. Special financing
for qualified customers.
THE GENERAC PWRcell, a solar plus
battery storage system. SAVE money,
reduce your reliance on the grid, prepare
for power outages and power your home.
Full installation services available. $0
Down Financing Option. Request a FREE,
no obligation, quote today. Call 1-844355-7099

Home Improvement
ELIMINATE GUTTER CLEANING FOREVER! LeafFilter, the most advanced
debris-blocking
gutter
protection.
Schedule a FREE LeafFilter estimate today.
15% off Entire Purchase. 10% Senior &
Military Discounts. Call 1-866-479-1028

Insurance
ATTENTION SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS! Are you protected in case of property damage or if you have an interruption in service due to a property event?
Business Owner Property insurance IS
AFFORDABLE and WILL PROTECT YOU
when the unexpected happens! For free
quote, call 855-933-1267 (M-F 7:30 am9:30 pm ET)
AUTO INSURANCE STARTING AT
$49/ MONTH! Call for your fee rate
comparison to see how much you can
save! Call: 833-678-0500
DENTAL INSURANCE from Physicians
Mutual Insurance Company. Coverage
for 350 plus procedures. Real dental
insurance - NOT just a discount plan. Do
not wait! Call now! Get your FREE
Dental Information Kit with all the
details! 1-855-397-7045
www.dental50plus.com/mspress #6258
UP TO $15,000.00 of GUARANTEED
Life Insurance! No medical exam or
health questions. Cash to help pay funeral and other final expenses.Call
Physicians Life Insurance Company- 844439-8447
or
visit
www.Life55plus.info/ms

Medical Supplies
ATTENTION DIABETICS! Save money
on your diabetic supplies! Convenient
home shipping for monitors, test strips,
insulin pumps, catheters and more! To
learn more, call now! 877-368-0628
VIAGRA and CIALIS USERS! 50 Pills
SPECIAL $99.00 FREE Shipping! 100%
guaranteed. CALL NOW! 844-821-3242

Services-General
DIRECTV - Every live football game,
every Sunday - anywhere - on your
favorite device. Restrictions apply. Call IVS
- Call 1-855-978-3110
DISH NETWORK. $59.99 for 190
Channels!
Blazing Fast Internet,
$19.99/mo. (where available.) Switch &
Get a FREE $100 Visa Gift Card. FREE
Voice Remote. FREE HD DVR. FREE
Streaming on ALL Devices. Call today! 1877-628-3143

Place Your Classified Ad
STATEWIDE
In 100 Newspapers!
To order, call your local
newspaper or
MS Press Services at
601-981-3060.
STATEWIDE RATES:
Up to 25 words...........$210
1 col. x 2 inch.............$525
1 col. x 3 inch.............$785
1 col. x 4 inch...........$1050
Nationwide Placement
Available

Call MS Press Services
601-981-3060

Week of December 27, 2020
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IN MEMORIAM: Dr. Susan Moore
— The death of black doctor
of COVID-19 sets off alarms
By Lauren Victoria Burke
NNPA Newswire Contributor
“He made me feel like a drug
addict,” Dr. Susan Moore, 52,
said on a video days before her
death due to coronavirus. The
black Indiana doctor states on a
Facebook video that she had received poor treatment from white
caregivers because she was African American. Her message
reached over a million people on
social media as of December 24.
Dr. Moore died December 20.
“This is how black people get
killed, when you send them home
and they don’t know how to ﬁght
for themselves,” Dr. Moore said
on the video. Moore asserted
that her doctor attempted to discharge her at ten at night.
Moore’s Facebook live post
received wide attention and a
lengthy segment on Roland Martin Unﬁltered on December 23.
Dr. Moore knew what to ask for

Moore
as she was being treated for coronavirus and strongly felt she was
not receiving the best treatment.
Moore said that despite telling
her doctor that she was in pain

she received medication after
tests proved what she had been
saying since she arrived at the
hospital.
“I put forth, and I maintain, if I

was white, I wouldn’t have to go
through that,” Moore said in her
social media video.
On December 24, The Grio
reported that Indiana Univer-

Educators say they must act
during the pandemic to close
widening learning gap
By Stacy M. Brown
NNPA Newswire Contributor
The lack of a quiet place to
work and resources like internet service often hamstrings
students of color’s ability to
adequately learn during the pandemic, according to education
experts who share their frustration about the inequities in education faced by minorities and
those in underserved communities.
“There also may be familial
responsibilities like caring for
a younger sibling or parent,”
said Adrienne Oddi, the dean
of admissions and ﬁnancial aid
at Trinity College in Hartford,
Conn.
“Homes and residential dwellings are often more congested
with family, making it difﬁcult
to focus. We see these demands
in our own students at Trinity,
too,” Oddi further asserted.
“It is a problem that isn’t simply at the K-12 levels but also
in higher education. One of the
main reasons we welcomed our
students back to campus in the
fall was to help combat inequity
issues that may exist in a student’s home. We were able to
help provide our students with
the resources and space they
needed to focus on their education.”
Oddi acknowledged that the
task is not easy for every student
who wants an education.
“Assuming students can prioritize themselves and their education is the admissions ofﬁcer’s
equivalent of ‘Put your mask on
ﬁrst before assisting others,’” he
illustrated.
“It’s a luxury that not every
student and family can afford.
“But the onus is not on the student. It is on everyone. As the
dean of admissions and ﬁnancial
aid, the onus is on me, too.”
Oddi demanded that those in
higher education need to examine their practices and ask themselves – “Who is here? Who is
missing?”
“We need to be able to work
toward equitable education for

all, leveling the playing ﬁeld for
those most at risk of being left
behind, and close the gap that
data shows are widening during
the pandemic. We need to work
toward helping now, and helping
always,” he said.
José Viana, former director of
the U.S. Department of Education’s ofﬁce of English-language
acquisition and Senior Education Advisor at Lexia Learning, told NNPA Newswire that
current circumstances caused
by the pandemic have resulted
in English language learners –
many of whom are students of
color – being at a signiﬁcant disadvantage.
“For example, opportunities
for oral language typically developed through speaking are
infrequent due to the lack of
in-person instruction,” Viana remarked.
“In addition, many school districts continue to modify educational plans due to ever-changing state mandates, causing
emergent bilingual students to
be left out – either due to missing essential discourse opportunities with peers and teachers in
the classroom or lacking the assistance and technology needed
to learn effectively through remote instruction.”
He continued:
“It is also important to consider that home and school re-

lationships are a cornerstone of
working with emergent bilingual students, and that school
districts across the nation often
lack interpreters that reach the
family members of students
while distance learning.”
Thanks to the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation’s continued
partnership, the National Newspaper Publishers Association
(NNPA) has carried on a public
awareness program to close the
public school and the higher education achievement gap.
NNPA President and CEO
Benjamin F. Chavis Jr., has conducted videotaped interviews
with education experts, community activists and college students to help determine whether
students in underserved communities have their needs met during the pandemic.
During the interviews, Chavis
discussed the various challenges
students of color and the working-class face as the pandemic
continues to grip America and
place a stranglehold on education.
The NNPA also continued
publishing a series of articles to
draw attention to America’s education gap.
“I’m a tutor, and elementary
school speech-language pathologist, and I work with students of
color where I see various challenges for some of my students,”

offered Jessica Bonner-Gomez,
founder, owner and tutor with
For Other Prizes Consulting.
“The biggest challenge is the
inability to get online at a set
meeting time during the week,”
Bonner-Gomez stated.
“For the children who attend
their online speech therapy sessions inconsistently, the barrier
is that the parent is a night-shift
worker and sleeps during the
day, has to rely on daycare staff
to get the child online if the parent works throughout the day, or
cannot remember to get the child
online due to already tending to
other children and responsibilities.”
Bonner-Gomez said children
who perform noticeably better
at school and around their peers
are more likely to turn off when
they are only learning virtually.
“As some of these children are
already behind and may be aware
of it, they tend to be the least attentive,” Bonner-Gomez noted.
“Consequently, this lack of
attention puts them ever further
behind their peers. This reality is
exacerbated when some parents
are too exhausted to provide
one-to-one assistance to their
child or ﬁnd they cannot grasp
the school content to be of help.
Further, parents may not have
the funds to hire a tutor even if
they know their child is noticeably behind.”

sity Health Hospital, “addressed
claims of mistreatment in how
Dr. Moore was treated in the
days before her death.”
Indiana University Health
Hospital, in a statement said,
“We are very sad to hear about
her passing,” adding, “IU Health
respects and upholds patient privacy and cannot comment on a
speciﬁc patient, their medical
history or conditions. As an organization committed to equity
and reducing racial disparities in
healthcare. We take accusations
of discrimination very seriously
and investigate every allegation.”
Black people have died at 3.6
times the rate of white people,
and Latinos at 2.5 times the rate
of white people, according to an
analysis by the Brookings Institution. Moore cared for her mother, who has dementia, and her
19-year old son. A GoFundMe

page is hoping to raise $100,000
to assist the Moore family. It
has raised over $109,000 so far.
https://www.gofundme.com/f/drsusan-moores-family-assistance
?qid=0b67322adabedeba722b9
f6d0429414b
The coronavirus pandemic has
hit the U.S. hard and has now
become the most deadly event in
U.S. history since the Civil War.
Over 327,000 Americans have
died from COVID-19 in 2020.
An average of 2,000 people are
dying a day in the U.S. due to
coronavirus.
Lauren Victoria Burke is an
independent journalist for NNPA
and the host of the podcast
BURKEFILE. She is also a political strategist as Principal of
Win Digital Media LLC. She may
be contacted at LBurke007@
gmail.com and on twitter at @
LVBurke

Happy
Kwanzaa
from AATCLC

The year 2020 certainly challenged all
(7) Principles of KWANZAA.
This time last year we could have
never imagined how 2020 would unfold.
As we near 2021, let’s move forward
with Imani-Faith to work towards an
equitable and just society for all.
Let’s move forward with determination
and embrace the hard lessons of 2020.
Let’s Build Back Better!
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BEST OF 2020 ADULT NONFICTION BOOKS

BEST OF 2020 ADULT FICTION BOOKS

WRTM-FM 100.5 FM,
JACKSON’S SOUL, RHYTHM
AND BLUES AND SOUTHERN
SOUL STATION PLAYING MORE
VARIETY, LESS TALK AND THE
MUSIC ADULTS WANT TO HEAR!
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Hinds County School District Weekly Update
ENGAGING-EMPOWERING-ENSURING-EXCELLENCE

HOLIDAY GREETINGS FROM THE
SUPERINTENDENT’S OFFICE
Dear HCSD Staff, Parents and Community problem-solving spirit that has continued to help
Supporters
us get through this together.
As a District, we have much to be thankful for
During this very hectic time of year, it is easy to
despite the incredible challenges our families, lose sight of what really matters in life. I hope you
schools and communities have faced over these will find some time to reflect on what is important
past seven months.
to you and to enjoy time with your family and
friends. As superintendent, I am asking everyone
Our students have shown tremendous to make your health and safety a priority over the
resilience in the face of many challenges coming holiday break. Please wear a mask and
and have demonstrated optimism that has practice social distancing. If you feel sick, please
inspired me daily. Our faculty and staff have stay home except to receive medical care.
been committed and equally resilient, and they
continue to be flexible as they work incredibly
On behalf of the Board of Education and the
hard in an increasingly anxious environment. Our district’s administrative team, I wish everyone
parents and guardians have been understanding, a peaceful, safe and restful blessed holiday
and patient as we have worked to provide our season and best wishes for the New Year!
Sincerely,
students with a safe learning environment.

Dr. Delesicia Martin,
Superintendent of Education

Nothing about the past six months have been
easy, but I am so thankful for the efforts and

Delesicia Martin, ED. D.
Superintendent of Education

“May the special joys of the season be yours today and always.”

Superintendent’s Administrative Team

Child Nutrition Team

Business Services and Human Resources Team

Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment Team

State and Federal Programs

Exceptional Services Team

Santa and Dr. Martin

Technology Team

Santa and Dr. Neal

Santa and Ms. Gatlin

Superintendent Office Team

Maintenance Team
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